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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 13, 1946

Princeton Will
Get Air Service
If Board Approves

HONEYMOON IN A CABIN

s' Lodge Pledges $5,000
r New Hospital Building
paign Gains Momentum With Generous Gift;
Chairman Will Turn Over $500 To New Drive
ers; Plans For Dinner Being Completed This
k, Simmons Says
iderable impetus was gained by the Caldwell County
is! Hospital campaign here last weekend when Princege, B. P. 0. Elks, No. 1115, voted to give $5,000 'Princeton Night' Basethe building fund, Tom Simmons, chairman, said ball Fans Will See Hop-

Ts To Open
kfort Store

pers vs Madisonville In
Hospital Benefit

Annapolis Graduate

•

Arthur George Butler, Jr.
Midshipman Arthur George
Butler, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. G. Butler, West Main street,
is a member of the 1948 graduating class of the United States
Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.

Three Are Fined
In Circuit Court
Two Probationers Lose
Freedom; Hung Jury
In Damage Suit
The June term of circuit court
with Judge H. F. S. Bailey, presiding, adjourned from Tuesday
until Thursday, Mrs. Leona Trader, clerk, reported. Cases disposed of through Tuesday were:
Raymond McNary, Negro, fined
$200 for assault and battery; Bryant Oliver, assault and battery,
$100; Oscar Lowery, probation
revoked and sentenced to 2 years
in the State Pententiary; Harold
Simpson, probation revoked and
sent to reform school; Beckham
Haile, fined $50 for assault and
battery.
When court adjourned Tuesday
afternoon the civil damage suit
of George Wilson vs Gordon
Bright had resulted in a hung
jury.

Watson Honored By
Agricultural Teachers

Ticket sales for the "Princeton
Night" baseball game, proceeds
of which will go to the Caldwell
County Memorial Hospital fund,
were picking up this week, Howard York, president of the Jaycees, said. He urged all fans who
plan to attend this game at the
Hopkinsville Kitty League park
to purchase tickets here from
a member of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce or the Girl Scouts
before leaving Princeton as tickets bought at the baseball park
will not yield revenue for the
hospital fund.
Princeton fans are scheduled
to meet at the courthouse square
here at 6:15 o'clock tonight, to
form a motorcade which will
move toward Hopkinsville via

Princeton's Butler Band,
40 strong, will head the motorcade of baseball fans going to Hopkinsville tonight,
Howard York, president of
the sponsoring Jaycees, said
Tuesday. Paul Griffith, former drum-major, is rounding
up the young musician..
whose playing is expected
to add much to the gala
event.

f
Cadiz promptly at 6:30, Mr. York
said,rersons who require transportation will be provided for
by automobile owners who have
volunteered their cars for this
purpose Mr. York said, 30 vehicles having already been lined
up for this Monday.
Jo Ann Pickering, a Girl Scout
leader, called a meeting of members of that organization Monday morning and issued more
of the benefit tickets for sales
he.e this week. Tickets may also
be purchased at several downtown stores and the town's industrial plants.
The Hopkinsville Kitty League
team, at or near the top of the
heap all season, will meet its
long-time rival, the Madisonville
Miners, the game starting at
7:30 o'clock.
A section of the grandstand
has been reserved for the
"Princeton Night" fans and, in
order to facilitate handling the
crowd, the local delegation is
requested to come together in
the motorcade, Shelby Peace,
president of the league, said
Monday.

L B. Piercy, Eddyville High
School, was elected chairman and
H. J. Watson, Butler High, treasase Property At
urer of the Western district vocational agriculture teachers at
Capital For
Lexington Tuesday at the State
Unit
conference held at the University
oleman & Dollar Realty of Kentucky.
Hopkinsville, has purat auction a two-story
Brooks
in Frankfort, Ky. It Rev. Chas. P.
leased to Dollars Bros. Honored By Church
o, which plans to open
Rev. Charles P. Brooks, pastor
shoe store in the State of the First Christian Church in
County Boys And Girls
Barbourville has been notified of
property is located at his election to membership on
Compete In Annual
t Main Street and Was the board of managers of the
Contests
from the estate of Bulah Kentucky Christian Missionary
Nine 4-H Club members of
llins. The purchase price Society and Bible School Assothe county are attending Junior
,700.
ciation at the recent State conct already has been let vention held in Middlesboro. Rev. Week, a State-wide 4-H Club
am H. May Co., Frank- Brooks served as pastor of the meeting, at Lexington this week,
the Agicultural Extension Ofremodeling, which is First Christian Church here beto be completed by fore going to the Barbourville fice stated Saturday.
County Agent J. F. Graham
11 for occupancy by the church in April.
stated that all facilities of the
•ilers.
University will be thrown open
realty concern is cornAccused
Is
Minister
to the approximately 1,000 boys
Richard S. Coleman,
and girls in attendance. All
of Dollar Bros. shoe Of Soliciting Marriages
counties of the state are expectHopkinsville, (W)---The Rev. C.
Hopkinsville, and James
f Madisonville. The shoe A. Ladd, 55, retired minister, ed to be represented.
Doris Hays, daughter of Mr.
in addition to Mr. Dol- was placed in Christian county
Mr. Coleman, includes jail Saturday on charges of and Mrs. Gene Hays, Eddyville
Betty Joe Lester,
altar, of Bowling Green. breach of the peace and solicit- Road, and
ern operates adores at ing marriage-performance busi- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
community,
ille, Mad isonville,,Bowl- ness at the Courthouse, Deputy Lester, Eddy Creek
will compete in the State Canreported.
Latham
and Princeton.
Sheriff W. H.
ning Judging and Style Review
He late was released on $100
respectively.
bond for appearance in county
ming Discharged
Other members attending are:
Us Coast Guard
court.
Melva Cummins, Jacqueline
Young, son of Mr. and
Shoulders, Barbara Sue Graham,
• d Young, Route 1, WU racationing In West
Jimmie Wallace, Bennie MashHumphT.
Mrs.
R.
discharged from the
and
Mr.
burn, Edward Neal and Earl
Guard in St. Louis,
ries and two daughters, Ann and Hartigan.
11 months as a
Rebecca, Princeton-Cadiz Road,
Mrs. Nancy S. Beck, home
With headquartarsi
left last week for a vacation to demonstration agent, and J. F.
Ma,,.
Old Mexico, California and other Graham, county agent, accompoints in the West. They will panied the group.
visit Mr. and Mrs. Bill O'Hara
Promoted
in Boulder City, Nev., and reR. Rays, Fredonia, h
Of Navy
emoted to rank of
turn by a northern route, visitDunn (N), Sic, Star
Cecil
1
CanGrand
Ft. Knox, it has
City,
ing Solt Lake
was discharged from
5,
Route
Park and
bY the
,
Of the

Nine 4-H Members
At State Meeting

Out
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Mrs. Mattie Large Sprouse, (left), 79, beams as her 18-yearold husband, Delbert (Shorty) Sprouse, helps her with the dishes
in Mrs. Sprouse's cabin near Gladys, Ky. They were married
June 8. A widow for 17 years, Mrs. Sprouse has seven living
children and 49 grandchildren, the youngest of whom is the same
age as her husband. (AP Wirephoto)

Vinson's New Job Will
Be 5th Important US Post

Butler Band To Lead
Baseball Motorcade

t

New Minister

County To Keep
Home Agent As
Court Approves

Civil Aeronautics Body
Gets Recommendation
For Five New Lines
Including W. Ky.

Motorcade To Be
Formed On Square
At 6:15 Tonight

y.
g close behind the
of $1,000 mode by the
Memorial
Ogden
of
week
st Church last
' big gift was very welo leaders of the camMr. Simmons said, and
well for success of the
stimulating
at, while
organizations and indiin the community to
nerousljr.
Elks stipulated that at
e ward in the new hospiedicated to the lodge, in
ion of the $5,0000 donad further provided that
payment of the pledge
e when materials for the
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when the framework is
and the fourth, when
ding has been completed.
local Elks lodge, always
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ently made substantial
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d the Princeton Horse
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ospital fund is expected
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this week by receipts
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n chapter, Junior ChamCommerce, to be played
opkinsville Kitty League
park tonight.
. J. Rosenthal, chairman
SO here during the waration of the Princeton
for service men, advised
mons this week that
ds in the amount of
ately $500 would be
over to the hospital intors for the building
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Fred M. Vinson will step into
his fifth important government
job in a year and a half when
the Senate confirms his appointment as Chief Justice.
Before -the string of appointments began, Vinson was a member „Rf the House for Kentucky
for 15 years and a judge for
six.
He was born Jan. 22, 1890,
in the residential quarters of tks
Louise. KY, jail. His father was
the jailer. He received a diploma
from an Eastern Kentucky normal school in 1908, a B.A. degree from Centre College in
1909 and a law degree in 1911.
Vinson was Louisa's city attorney from 1913 to 1921 and
his district's commonwealth attorney for the next two years.

Catholic School
To Start Sunday
Vacation Course To Be
Presented By Mt. St.
Joseph Nuns
The annual Vacation School
will begin at St. Paul's Catholic
Church June 18, to continue
through June 30, it has been
announced by Mrs. Ralph Nelson, a member of the church.
The nuns from Mount St.
Joseph Academy will instruct
students in Bible history and
Christian doctrine. They will
also prepare a class to receive
their first Holy Communion June
30.
Bishop Joseph It Cotton,
Owensboro, will confer the sacrament of confirmation at a
later date. The nuns will be
guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. A. P. Day, Hopkinsville
street.

In 1923 he was elected to Congress, where he became prominent as a tax expert of the
House Ways and Means Committee. He left Congress in 1938
to become associate justice of
the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.
In 1926, Vinson was campaign
manager for Senator Alben W.
Barkley when he was first elected $o the United States Senate.
A1M,m!ti big jabs after he-left
the House include six years- as
judge of the U. S. District Court
o f Appeals, at Washington,
March 8, 1943, when he became
Federal Loan Administrator;
April 4, 1945, Director of War
Mobilization and reconversion;
July 23, 1945, Secretary of the
Treasury, and June 6, 1946, Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court.

Dr. W. T. Baker Boosts
New Hospital Fund
Dr. W. T. Baker, Louisville,
former druggist here and a
warm admirer of Princeton,
purchased 10 tickets to the
benefit baseball game at
Hopkinsville tonight. Dr.
Baker has previously expressed interest in Princeton's
new hospital project and offered to give hfs valuable instruments to be sold, with
proceeds going to the hospital fund.

1947 Auto License
Will Be Sticker
(By Associated

Press)

Frankfort - Kentucky's 1947
license "plate" will be a windshield sticker.
Revenue Commissioner 0. M.
Howard said today steel for next
year's plate is unobtainable and
the cost of aluminum, also difficult to procure, is prohibitive.
The State must act now in the
Charter For New Bank
license matter, he said, and the
At Marion Approved
sticker is the only reasonable alFrankfort, (FP)--State Banking ternative.
Director Hillard H. Smith has
approved a charter for the Peo- Former Princeton Banker
ples Bank of Marion, Crittenden President Of RBA, Group 4
county, with capital stock of
Wm. Arthur McGough, former
$50,000.
Princeton banker and for the
Incorporators, all residents of last 13 years connected With the
Marion, were J. S. Frazier, Au- Stanford State Bank, of which
brey Grady, W. H. Crider, Ted he is now president, was elected
Boston, N. G. Guess, W. W. president of Group 4, Kentucky
Runyan, W. H. Franklin, L. A. Bankers Association, at the anCrosby, S. B. Loyd and W. H. nual meeting of that body at
Enoch,
Somerset last week. It was the
second time Mr. McGough had
been accorded this honor.
Home From Duke U.
Miss Gloria Koltinsky, who
has been attending Duke Uni- Undergoes Operation
versity, Durham, N. C., the last
Mn. J. C. Wright underwent
year, arrived home Monday to a major operatiob at Jennie
spend the summer with her par- Stuart
Hosital, Hopkinsville,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Xoltin- Tuesday. Her condition is resky, Eddyville Road. Enroute ported to be satisfactory.
she visited friends in Atlanta,
Ga., and Virginia Beach for a CUMMINS Is Kiwanis Speaker
week and came via plane to
K. R. Cummins addressed the
Evansville, where she was met Kiwanis Club at Wednesdry's
by her parents.
noon meeting, reviewing the Kiwants
International monthly
OWdier Visits Parents
meillaidne. He discussed a variety
a Pre Williant C. Itithinsen, Tort of petioles and editorials presentRiley, Kansas, spent Sunday with ed Ire the Moths and omhill Win* Sr. ant him Claude
it to images of the

Mrs. Nancy S. Beck Resigns, New Worker To
Come Here By Sept. 1,
Wood Advises

Washington -VP)- Four new
Caldwell county will continue
air lines were recommended to
to get the large benefits deriving
the Civil Aeronautics Board here
from services of a home demonthis week to operate feeder serstration agent, following action of
vice in 13 southern and border
the Fiscal Court Tuesday in votstates.
ing the required appropriation of '
The recommendations were
$600, Judge Clyde 0. Wood said
made by Board Evaminers Ross
Wednesday. The vote, 5 to 2, reI. Newman and Curtis C. Henversed last month's adverse dederson, who also recommended
cision by the court in which only
that the board authorize five
five members cast their ballots,
established lines now operating
three against the appropriation.
in the area to extend their serPrior to taking the vote TuesRev. Tom Collins
vices.
Because their infant son has day, Judge Wool read a letter of
The affected area includes
Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, West measles, the Rev. and Mrs. Tom resignation from Mrs. Nancy S.
Virginia, Indiana, North Caroli- Collins will not be able to come Beck, who has served here the
na, South Carolina, Georgia, Ala- here this week, Mr. Collins noti- last several years as home dembama, Mississippi, Florida, Mary- fied J. F. Graham, chairman of onstration agent. The letter was.
land and Missouri.
the Christian Church board. Mr. dated June 7. He also read a letThe examiners recommended Collins expected to assume his ter from Miss Myrtle Weldon,
that these companies receive cer- pastorate of the local church State home demonstration head,
tificates to operate feeder ser- Sunday, June 16, but has delayed advising she had received Mrs.
vice: Commonwealth Air Trans- the family's move one week. He Beck's resignation and was preport, Inc., Piedmont Aviation, now hopes to preach his first pared to send a replacement here
Inc., Southern Airways, Inc., and sermon in his new charge Sun- before September 1, the date set '
State Airlines, Inc.
day, June 23, if the baby's health for Mrs. Beck's retirement.
They also recommended that permits.
A delegation numbering more
these firms be authorized to exthan 40 members of county
tend their services in the affectHomemakers' Clubs attended the
ed area: American Airlines, Inc.,
Fiscal Court meeting to plead
AirDelta Airlines, Inc., Eastern
for continuation of the county's
lines, Inc., Pennsylvania-Central
service here. For the last month,
Airlines and Transcontinental
support of home demonstration
and Western Air, Inc.
numerous women of the county
Oral arguments on the ex- Eddy Creek Residents
have lent their influence toward
will
recommendations
aminers'
Exposed To Two
obtaining a change of attitude on
be held at a date to be anthe part of members of the Fiscal
Dogs
;
Diseased
nounced. The airlines cannot beSeven more persons, all resi- Court, it was reliably reported.
gin operating on the proposed
Following the court's decision
new routes until the board dents of the Eddy Creek com- to make the $6600 appropriation
makes its final decision. The munity, are taking anti-rabies
again which is a small part of the
board sometimes rejects all or treatment at the County Health
total cost of maintaining this serpart of its examiners' reports.
Office this week, having been vice, agricultural leaders stated,
For the new . feeder service, exposed to dogs suffering from
Homemakers present expressed
the examiners recommended that the dread disease, Dr. W. L. Cash,
their satisfaction and thanks to
the board authorize:
acting health officer, reports.
members of the court.
Commonwealth Air Transport, Those taking treatment are
Mrs. Beck's work here has been
Inc., to operate for three years Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Brown, their
outstanding among home demon(A) between the terminal points three sons, George, John and
Covington, Ky., and Middlesbo- Marlon; Barkley Bannister and stration agents of the State, especially during the war resulting •
ro, Ky., via Portsmouth, Ohio Nelson Ramey.
in large economics and improve(alternate Maysville, Ky.), AshTwo dogs belonging to the
land, Ky., Huntington and Wil- Brown and Bannister families ments in operations among rural
women of the county, a Homeliamson, W. Va., Pikeville, Hazbegan acting suspiciously, sick- makers' officer said.
ard and Harlan, ky.; (B) beened and finally died, Dr. Cash
tween the terminal points Covreported. He urges that dogs
ington, Ky., Cincinnati, Ohio,
acting suspiciously be immediand Knoxville, Tenn., via Frankately confined and the health
Lexington
fort (alternate
direct),
office notified, as rabies means
Lexington, Danville, Somerset,
terrible suffering and certain
London, Corbin and Middlesboro,
Ky.; (C) between the terminal death to its victims.

7 More Taking
Rabies Treatment

Fred Greer Will
Assist Veterans

points Paducah, Ky., and Covington., via Princeton, Madisonville, Ky., Evansville, Ind. (Henderson, Ky.) Owensboro, Louisville, Ky. (Alternate Covington
direct), and Frankfort, Ky.; (D)
between the terminal points
Huntington, W. Va., and Paducah, Ky., via Ashland, Lexington, Frankfort, Louisville, Elizabethtown, Glasgow (optional),
and Bowling Green, Ky.; Nashville, Tenn. (alternate Hopkinsville-Clarksville direct), Hopkinsville, Ky., and Clarksville,
Tenn.

Interest Grows
In Softball league
Cumberland Team Wins
Agaip; Rotary Bows
To Hosiery Mill

Burhl Hollowell First
In Golf Tournament
Burhl Hollowell won first prize
in the club handicap golf tournament played over the local
Country Club course last Thursday afternoon. Kenneth Spickard
and Mrs. John Morgan tied for
second prize and third went to
Dr. Ralph Cash. Golf balls went
to the winners. About 200 attended the barbecue picnic following the golf tourney.

Presbyterian Group Is
Attending Conference
Rev. and Mrs. G. Donal Wilmoth are leaders in the Westminster Fellowship Conference
of the Presbyterian Church,
which convened at Bethel Woman's
College,
Hopkinsville,
Monday, and will continue
through the week. Students attending the conference are Betty
Jo Linton, Dotty Dean, Nell
Oliver, J. C. Oliver and Joanne
Pickering.

New Agent Of VA Will
Be At Courthouse
Each Wednesday

Establishment of a weekly
itinerant service to aid Caldwell
county veterans and their dependents was announced this
week by Harry W. Farmer, manager of the Veterans Administration Regional Office at Lexington.
Beginning Wednesday, June 19,
Fred K. Greer will visit the
Fiscal Court room on the first
floor of the courthouse from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on this same
day each week.
A native of Princeton, Mr.
Greer recently was assigned to
the Veterans Administration office in Hopkinsville, to set up
itinerant service for this area.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Greer, 305 South Jefferson
street. His wife and two young
sons live at 427 East Market
street.
The VA representative is a
veteran of World War H and
has received special training in
counseling and advising veterans
concerning pensions and compensation, hospitalization and outpatient treatment, insurance,
loans, education and training
and other benefits administered
by the Veterans Administration.
He will be prepared to give
advice on these matters and assistance in making application
for any of the benefits, it was
stated. Ex-service men and women who have questions regarding their rights and entitlement
to such benefits are invited to
consult him during the weekly
visits,
Veterans desiring to apply for
benefit should bring with them
a photostatic or certified copy
of their discharge papers, together with any correspondence
they may have had from the
Veterans Administration.

But for a shaky first inning
In which six runs were scored
against them, largely due to infield miscues, Cherry's Restaurant softballers might have won
game
their hotly contested
against the Cumberland Manu- Two Suffer Burns
facturing Company's entry Tues- In
Stove Explosions
day night at Butler stadium.
A.
L. Babb, Young Terrace,
Cherry's team lost, 12 to 13.
suffered serious burns on his
Sam Chambers, who pitched a
face and emu last Friday when
no-hitter in his first effort for
he mistook gasoline for coaloil
the Shirt factory team, was hit
and used it to start a fire in a
freely in this game.
Attendance was much larger stove. An explosion resulted. E.
Tuesday night than for the two C. Krinard, well known baker,
previous double-headers, indi- suffered burns on his right arm
cating growing interest in the last Friday when natural gas
league, Kiwanis members in exploded in the bakery, old Leader building. He was recovering
charge said.
In the second game played satisfactorily this week.
Tuesday night, the Hosiery Mill
wharfed From Navy
team won from the Rotary nine,
iWilliam R. Crisp, RM1c, son of
8 to 5, in a contest featured by
some fine fielding plays, espec- Mrs. Mettle Crisp, Princeton,
ially on the part of the Hosiery has been honorably discharged
Mill outfielders. Bayless Wad- from naval service at Memphis,
lington hit a home run over the Tenn. He served 40 months, 29
of which were spent overseas.
left field wall fro the losers.
Last Friday night the Kiwanis He was awarded the Good Conteam won from the Elks in a duct medal.
Welfare Office To Be
spirited contest, 15 to 14, and
Charles B. Moore, S2C, Frethe Masons won from the Ken- donia, Route 1, has been i.on- Open Saturday Mornings
The county welfare office will, :•
tucky Whip & Collar team, orably discharged from the
be open only Saturday mornings
17 to 14.
Navy at Great Lakes, DI
Instead of all day Moulin
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Trona Ilira Herbert Lewy, Tampa, was announced Tuesday by ,
and children. ; vawiUa, bra Ma., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Katie M. McBride and Mrs.
,
field wur
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Hotel Tragedy Strikes Home

Many Princetonians who knew the
three Hopkinsville victims of Chicago's
tragic hotel fire grieved with their friends
and neighbors of the Christian county
seat last week when news of the identification of McKensie "Mack" Moss, Philip
Cornette and Al W. Wettsein came here.
Perhaps more Princetonians know and
•t
respect Russell Cornett, father of Phil,
than any of those so sorely affected by
1
the tragedy; and their hearts go out to
t all the bereaved. There was a measure
+1,,4 ; of consolation in the fact that the victims were not burned, but died of suffocation in the smoke-filled room they
occupied on the hotel's fourth floor.
Phil Cornett was a fine young Amer-11 I can in all the term implies. Ile already
sl had attained the stature of a leader in
itt.41 his community and excelled in fields
where he spent his energies. He was one
111,1 of western Kentucky's top ranking Boy
ottal
•

Scouts and a splendid credit to that great
movement for the betterment of boys.
"Mack" Moss was well known and popular in Princeton, having come here in
the interests of the Cornette store many
times in recent years, before wartime
shortages prevented. He had a genial,
courteous, attractive personality which
endeared him to those who knew him.
The disaster which ended these young
lives reminds us how tenuous is life's
thread and, while we sorrow with the distressed families of these neighbors who
died so early, we are consoled somewhat
by the knowledge that their years had
been fruitful and their days full of good
deeds.
To lose such friends is to suffer irreparably; to remember their fine contributions to their community our only
solace.

1'1 The Pillars Of Our Faith
We have had for a month too much
gain and not enough warm weather; also,
ant 'strikes, the OPA, a balky Congress, John
L. Lewis and sundry othet sinners have
caused us anguish the last several months,
until nearly everybody has a grouch and
most of us more than one pet peeve.
But the other day came a message from
far off India which gave pause to some,
caused a few to consider seriously how
very well off they are, as compared with
the peoples of nearly every other nation
on Earth.
The message said, in part: "Yours is
the land where Heaven has bestowed the
blessings of health, wealth, prosperity,
wisdom, and happy living upon the persons of your nation".
A lot of us think Heaven may have
overlooked Capitol Hill and the people's
anointed who labor there on the wisdom
count, and certainly many of us do not
have the great boon of health which is
life's most precious possession, anywhere;

but by and large, the gentleman writing
from India had things well in hand .. .
and, like the song says, we would do well
to count our many blessings.
In this connection and in our own locality, perhaps we are not doing enough
to assuage the sufferings of starving millions in lands where tyrany and oppression, capped by the second World War,
have robbed our brothers and sisters of
even the semblance of the better life.
None will deny there are faults in our
governmental system and discrepancies
in our conduct, one toward another; yet
this Democracy about which we boast and
for which we fight .. . between the times
we are disparaging it, is the finest and
best form of government to be found anywhere in the world today.
And it can become better if more good
citizens will but perform their duties as
such in the selection of those who uphold
the pillars of our faith and direct the
wheels of our progress.

OTHER EDITORS SAY

New Hospital Is Badly Needed
nit Owensboro and community are to
benefit by another modern hospital is
cause for self-congratulation. We had
known for months that a Catholic hospital, to be operated under auspices of
the Sisters of Mercy, would be erected
here, but successive and necessary delays
-due to war conditions had steeled us to
wait longer, and it was with a feeling of
elation that we learned through Bishop
Francis R. Cotton, of the Diocese of
Owensboro, that plans for the new institution had been approved. Along with
a shortage in so many lines is the lack
of adequate hospital facilities locally. The
Owensboro-Daviess county hospital is
.1 practically new, but many times the
superintendent had heard with trepidation the ringing of the telephone bearing
more applications for service.
I
Had not Bishop Cotton and representatives of the Sisters of Mercy assured us
there would be another hospital in Owensboro, the increasing demands would have
I been alarming. But now that the state
of uncertainty has passed with approval
of building plena by Washington authorities, our waiting will no longer border on
the verge of such uneasiness as has prevailed. However, with that point reached in preparation for building a new hospital we must not grow over-confident of
its early completion, for there remain
some details before construction is begun,
and several months will elapse before it
can be opened to receive patients. Medi,'

Thursday, June 13,19

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

cal practice now so generally revolves
around hospitals, the lack of adequate
facilities is more keenly felt.
In selecting a site for the new hospital,
one was chosen where a minimum of
noise will be heard. Away from railroads,
highwaPys, industrial plants and other
factors that tend to disturb those ill
enough to be hospitalized, its environs
will include the broad countryside, from
which the smell of clover and other field
crops will drift in to fill the air with their
fragrance. On the south—or one might
say southwest—borderlands of our city,
the new hospital will increase the value
of property in that section of Owensboro.
Convenient to but apart from the busy
marts of trade, it will have an excellent
location.
To build a modern hospital entails the
expenditure of a considerable sum. The
point was fast approaching at which the
public could have insisted—almost demanded—that the city and county spend
many thousands of dollars in alleviating
a condition becoming intolerable. For a
rich county and a wealthy city could not
have long delayed relieving the pressure
caused by a clamor of the public for more
hospital quarters. That emergency is
being averted by the decision of the Sisters of Mercy, with their widely-heralded
reputation for hospital work, to bring the
healing balm of adequate hospital facilities to Owensboro and community.
(Owensboro Messenger)
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THIS FATHER'S D
JUNE

Pennyrile Postscripts By G. M. P.
Dr. Bert Keeney, the genial
gent you can spot as far as you
can see him by his bright red
neckties, handed me the following choice bit the other day,
about how courts work:
*
*
*
Once in the early days of a
certain Western state a little
Dutch storekeeper, long on common-sense but short on legal
lore, was appointed to preside
temporarily over the local court.
"Gentlemen of the jury," he
charged after he had heard the
evidence in his first case, a lawsuit, "if you believe all that the
lawyer for the plaintiff has said,
I charge you that it is your duty
to find your verdict for the plaintiff. But if, on the other hand,
you believe all that the defendant's lawyer has said, then it is
your duty to find for the defendant. But, gentlemen, if, on the
other hand, you are like me
about the matter and don't believe a word that either one of
them has said, then I don't know
what in thunder you are going
to do" —Indianapolis News.
*
*
*
This brings up our good friend
Arch Walker's first experience
as a juror. Arch, a resident here
for 40-odd years, never served
on a jury until last week, being
exempt because he is a registered pharmacist. He said the jury
tried a case growing out of an
old neighborhood quarrel. One
side testified about an alleged
assault and the other side denied
everything alleged. He said they
turned the defendant loose "but
ought to have fined everybody
on both sides".
*
*
*
Some years ago, when Pennyriler first functioned as publisher of the Lyon County Herald,
he attended his first session of
the Lyon Circuit Court with
diligence, and paid close attention. Most cases were continued
or dismissed, the others being
reduced from felonies to misdemeanors, with small fines being assessed.
*
*
*
After four days of this, we had
to go to press with that week's
issue, so we wrote a piece starting off like this: "Judge Ira D.
Smith and Commonwealth's Attorney John T. King are holding
the usual farcial term of court

here this week".
*
*
*
After the paper hit the street,
Judge Smith came in and said
"Young man, what do you mean
by calling my court a farce".
We told him we couldn't think
of a more apt word to describe
what went on in his court and
he said he was mighty apt to
fine us for contempt of court.
But he didn't.
*
*
*
The courts are a farce sometimes, or rather the way justice
miscarries is funny, if you don't
think it is shame . .. for the
very good reason that the people don't want the laws enforced
any better than they are.
*
*
*
Last Friday was a red-letter
day at our house . . . when we
had Turner Milam and Joe Lovett
as guests. These old friends,
both widely known over Kentucky, seldom get together these
days, since Turner, for years
well loved host at the Kentucky
Hotel, Louisville, now is an automobile distributor at Gadsden,
Ala. Colonel Lovett has returned to directing the Mid-South
Chain Store Council, with headquarters at Murray.
*
*
*
Turner is a great hand with
boys and dogs; and, as is well
known, we have a good supply
of both at our house. Joe has
some outstanding young Americans at his house, what time
Uncle Sam isn't using 'em, and
told a yarn about his youngest
dragging him to a skating rink,
with dire results to his aging
bones, that had the company in
stitches.
*
*
*
Monkeys that picked cotton
and a Southerner's plan to import a covey for this purpose
. . . only to be turned down by
his bank "because the damn
Yankees will come down here
and free 'ern", was one of Turner's contributions.
*
*
*
Well, Iley got the best workout while Brother Hobart was
at home on vacation he has had
in some time; and when these
boys hook up on the golf course,
they have fun . . . but are sorts
in earnest about who wins. Both
southpaws, each is a much better than average business-man

golfer. Hobart bewailed plowing
up of the course at Frankfort;
was catching up on his golf
while here.
*
*
"Tempy", who was 8 last Tuesday, was a guest at the Rotary
weekly meeting that
Club's
night. Asked what he got for
his birthday, he enumerated
several gifts and added "a whip-

says Connell adminacy.
(By John Chadwick)
Washington—Americans spend tog to a knight's
finely
millions annually in this marble- tured coat of woven meg
A missing chain in a
encrusted capital Indulging their
p.
showing Columbus being led
fondness for rubbernecking.
An inevitable mecca for thou- to jail reminds
Connell that
sands of them is the Capitol all the tourists
are above
building itself, with its 14 acres
souvenirs where they naa
ping".
of floor space.
*
*
*
I
For 25 cents a head (15 cents
In the gold-mirrored
Princeton has a housing prob- for school children, nothing for
dent's room, he says,
lem, like all other towns and uniformed servicemen and serv- them.haltthe
cities; an example of which is icewomen) guides pilot groups were snitched from a
dock
the felt on the
a family living in an antiquated through the 432-room structure
table
school bus next door to Jim that supplanted an Indian coun- by presidents to sign bill,
Spurlock's garage, on E. Hop- cil house.
and torn off. That was
•
kinsville street, less than four
But, take it from a couple or years ago. Now there is
blocks from the courthouse.
long-time guides, the hordes of little vandalism. More
*
*
*
sightseers would rather gawk at' have been put on and r
Cliff Hollowell tells me an a live senator than the statue block souvenir collectors.
Nash, like Connell,
enterprising gent bought 34 dou- of a dead hero.
now
Jim Connell, now captain of ducts tours through the
ble-deck buses, put thein in a
Ca
guides, has been on the job for only on special occasi0ns.
34-acre field, one to the acre..
and rented 'em all in one day, 17 years; Harry Nash, captaiti- recently served as guide for
on the edge Of a not distant elect, for 31 years. They agree Truman and members of •
city. Takers had to make their that for virtually all visitors to bridge club from Missouri.
He also has acted as gu
own arrangements about water the Capitol the major attractions
are the House and the Senate, for other first ladies, for fo
and other facilities.
*.
with the historic President's Prime Wristek Churchill 'arc
family, for movie stars and
Asked why the Rotary Club room a lagging runner-up.
chui
But ask Connell what he er celebrities.
team in the Softball League has
The
so many young men on its rost- thinks is the most interesting
and parti
er who do not belong to that thing to see, and he says, "Step ly daughter Mary, he re
organization, Cliff Wood said outside and I'll show you."
were "enthusiastic." Chur
He points to the massive seemed tu know a lot about
they were going strictly by Doc.
Blazier's rules . . . with adoption bronze doors at the main en- building.
of which Rotary had nothing trance. In his estimation they
Cents of visitors are
to do.
om m
are tops for "real workmanship." varied
as the people themati
*
*
*
The doors, designed and model- Connell remembered that sev
We know these days what ed in Rome in 1858 and cast in years ago one, after craning
old-fasltioned philosophers meant bronze two years later in Mu- neck in the House and
when they said there are some nich, depict the story of Colum-' expressed disappointment that
things money won't buy.—The bus.
"lame duck" was nowhere
Plain Dealer.
"Look at that shredded wheat,
sight.

The case for democracy is that it accepts the rational and humane values as
ends, and proposes as the means of realSee izing them the minimum of coercion and
the maximum of voluntary assent. We
tor: may well abandon the cosmological temple in which the democratic ideology
•Tr originally enshrined these values without
•Co renouncing the faith it was designed to
celebrate. The essence of that faith is
•Gr the, capacity of man, as a rational and
humane creature, to achieve the good
•Ne life by rational and humane means. Apart
from this faith, there is no alternative
Plexib for the modern man except cynicism or
despair—or the resort to naked force,
which is itself but masked despair or
Two
cynicism disguised. For even more obvious now than in the seventeenth cenor fr
tury is the truth of Pascal's famous dictum: "Thought makes the whole dignity
of man; therefore endeavour to think
i; well, that is the only morality." The
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chief virtue of democracy, and the sole
reason for cherishing it, is that with all
its faults it still provides the most favorable conditions for the maintenance of
that dignity and the practice of that morality.—From "New Liberties From Old,"
by Carl L. Beckner. (New Haven: Yale
University Press.)
China is about a third larger than continental U. S. It is 1,860 miles from north
to south and more than 2,000 miles east
to west.
All the important religions in the world
are represented, but China has no religion
of its own.
Confusiaiam and Taoism are regarded
by the Chinese as political philosophers,
not religions. Buddhism, imported from
India, has the most followers.
There are 48,000,000 Mohammedans in
China, 2,624,166 Catholics and 618,000
Protestants.
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics
the title of
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gates:
best grazing management
Mould be two or snore
Ili pasture fields plus
supplea more fields for
grazing. This will make
rotational grazing, hay
oca grass silage production
surplus growth, more even
vs of grazing and opo for efficient fertilizer
sok There may be but
direct yield advantage as
with continuous graztat waste can be largely
and cows can be furwith fresh, palatable grazla a much longer period.
pastures need mowing
or more often a year and
in.nng operation can help
at of mowing. Early cut
hay is higher in protein
nineral content and more
as a winter dairy feed
be usual late summer hay.
hay from pasture should
other stock. Summer graze* give the permanent
an opportunity to grow
hay. Pastures may be dragla spread manure, fertilized
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CADETS RECEIVE DIPLOMAS AT WEST POINT
EXERCISES — Members of the graduating class
at U. S. Military Academy file toward the dias and
past Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson
(extreme right) to receive diplomas and commissions as
second lieutenants in ceremony in the
academy field house at West Point, N. Y. (AP
Wirephoto)

Ky. Farm News
S. T. Webb of Pulaski county
sold more than $700 worth of
strawberry plants this spring.
The Farmington Homemakers'
Club of Graves county observed
clean-up week by cleaning up the
church grounds and cemetery as
well as their club house.
Approximately 3,000 acres of
hybrid corn were planted in
Owsley county this spring.
Warren Wheaton of Anderson
county terraced 40 acres of land
this summer.
W. P. Oldham of Caldwell
county has built a diversion ditch
to protect 15 acres of bottom
land on which he has had severe crop losses.
About 1,500 bushels of Lincoln seed beans were purchased
from Indiana producers by Daviess county farmers.
Sixty girls in two 4-H clubs
in Trimble county completed
sewing projects for exhibition at
rally day.
Fifty houses and about 40
barns are under construction in
Rockcastle and Southern Madison counties.
More than 1,100 bushels of
certified Kentucky hybrid seed
corn were bought by Hickman
county farmers this spring.
The Franklin County Farm
Bureau has more than BOO names
enrolled on its membership list.
Howard Hardin of Bullitt
county again this year dustsprayed his peach orchard, cutting the time required by wet
spraying by three-fourths.
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News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
A March 2, 1917. Darius Dyer, re- there this week; Roy Towery,
turned yesterday morning from B. of R. T.; Tom McDonald, B.
a trip to Louisville and Cincin- of L. E.; Dan Sweeney, 0. R. C.,
nati, having visited his daughter and Chester Seymore, B. of L.
in the latter city.
F. and E.
March 2, 1917. Conductor D.
B. Osborne returned Wednipday
morning from Hillsville, ,Va.,
where he was called on account
of the illness of his aged parents. They are 90 and 82 years
of age respectively, and celebrated their 62nd anniversary
Thursday of last week.

4 March 20, 1917. The following
are those who attended the
Frankel store opening in Hopkinsville last week: Mesdames
H. S. Eblen, A. Koltinsky, H. W.
Blades, George Groom, Ray Baker, E. K. Butler, Elvis Scarberry
and Ed
Walker and
Miss
Helouise Jacob.

% March 6, 1917. Hon. W. H.
Jones came in from Frankfort
Saturday for a few days' stay
with his family. He has been in
Frankfort since the convening of
the special session of the legislature Feb. 14, for the purpose
of passing a new revenue and
taxation law or amendment to
the present law.

1 April 3, 1917. J. B. Lester, of
the Twin Springs section, has
accepted a clerkship position in
the First National Bank.

March 6, 1917. Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Jackson White, of this
city, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Lula, to
Mr. George D. Hill, of Cleveland, 0., formerly of Louisville,
Ky.

'March 16, 1917. The following
local chairman of division lodgefi
of the Evansville division of the
trol weeds when other grazing I. C. R. R.. are in Chicago attendis available. Productive pastures ing a business meeting held
are rarely overgrazed, especially
in early spring and summer.
However, close grazing in late
summer and fall is generally
undesirable, as it prevents plants
from storing sufficient food reserves in the roots to make an
early start in the spring.
"There should be assurance of
a clean water supply with a few
to the higher
trees confined
land. Bushes, stones, and stumps
should be cleared away so the
pasture can be mowed, reworked
and fertilized easily. Lowland
pasture should be drained, and
hill-land pastures, particularly at
the beginning, should be ridged
or terraced to prevent water and
soil run-off. Some method of
scarification, such as disking, is
important on sod-bound carpet
grass to cover new seed and
fertilizer.

1071
/
2 Court Square
With Everything in the Line of First Class
Barber Service
Particular Service for Particular People

'a April 13, 1917. Last Wednesday afternoon a number of the
High 'School pupils met at the
home of Miss Marion Waggener
for the purpose of organizing a
Junior Choral Club. The officep
elected were: Miss Bernie Sims,
president; Miss Laurine Pollard,
vice-president and Miss Eliza
Richey, secretary and treasurer.
The charter members are Miss
Willetta Claycombe, Anna Belle
Davis, Mary Elizabeth Dudley,
Eva Eaker, Charline Eldred,
Mary Gresham, Elizabeth Hollingsworth, Viva Hobgood, Frances Ogilvie, Gladys Pickering,
Kathryn Pickering. Gladys Pollard, Laurine Pollard, Eliza
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Chapter 12
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July 12, 1921. Walter Smith, a
clever young railroad man, Kansas City, has been the guest of
his aunt, Mrs. M. M. Roach, the
last several days. Mr. Smith is
connected with the Missouri
Pacific Railroad.
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Cool us a breeze,43% wool fabric
its open tropical weave. Luscious
pastel shades and gray in solid
color, gray only in smart pencil
stripe. Full 54 in. wide.
No. 36 P 7630
200 yd.

and call us for appointment and share your
You will be pleasingly
l'tlxised when you give us a trial visit.

Give

to eight inches taller than the
other, but the stand was a third
thicker. Mr. Holland saved 4,200 pounds of seed last fall, most
of it being used in the county.

SAT., JUN. 15

TONIGHT & FRIDAY

2.00 yd.

barber work with us.

ifitIfe family.

The importance of using adapted seed was seen on the farm of
L. W. Holland of Fountain Run
in Monroe county, according to

Farm Agent Justin L. Ellis. Mr.
Holland had two seedlings of red
clover in the same field, one
from home-grown seed and the
other from seed he had purchased. The clover from the homeproduced seed was not only six

Tropical Fabrics

SAVE TIME

day except Sundays and Legal Holidays.
OPEN 7 A.M. -- CLOSE 5 P.M.
CLOSE SATURDAYS AT 8 P.M.
, bear Reader: We welcome you and your

Better Red Clover
From Adapted Seed

Richey, Bernie Sims, Tommie
Smith, Willie Terry and Pauline
White. The young people of
Princeton are cordially invited
to become members of this organization.

yourself out" milling
through shopping
crowds when you can do
the equivalent of a whole
day's shopping in a few
and relax while you are doing it!
minutes' time right in your own home
catalog
and telephone your order to us.
from
Sears
latest
selections
Make your
Our Personal Telephone Shoppers. will give your order the same prompt
attention that it would receive if you placed it personally at our store. It's such
a convenient way to do your shopping!

Shalni"ing and Facials, Specialties
, For Ladies and Gentlemen who want to
lcrve the Number 1 Complexion Appearance.

Hours Open for Business:

Second Gardens
Second gardens should include
an abundance of beans for canning. U. S. Refugee No. 5, especially adapted for hot dry weather, makes good bean harvests in
August and September. Other
good varieties are Shipp's Bush
and Thousand-to-One (Refugee).
Seed potato purchases were reduced in Kentucky this spring.
Some of the reduction was by
market growers planting less,
but there also may be a reduction in potatoes in home gardens.
Gardeners who planted homegrown seed do not have their
supply of potatoes assured since
such seed often does not produce
well. However, there is still
time to prevent a winter potato
shortage.
Now that northern states producing Green Mountain potatoes
have finished planting, the extra potatoes will be shipped for
table use. Kentucky will get
some of these extra potatoes and
at a lower price than the new
potatoes of the Triumph and
other early varieties, and at
just the right time for planting
through June. Green Mountain
potatoes do well, especially in
the mountain counties. They are
of good table quality and sometimes keep until the homegrown
crop of Cobblers is ready the
following spring.
While spring-sowed carrots are
fine for storing, those produced
from sowing in June are better,
both for the table and for storing. The diffiuclty in having full
stands of carrots sowed after
spring weather is past generally
comes from high temperature
and lack of moisture. To avoid
this injury, make a trench about
2 inches deep. Fill it with water
twice. Sow the seed and cover
with a sprinkling of fine soil
and then with boards. At the
first sign of seedlings remove
the boards. Growth may be slow
until fall rains come, but carrots keep growing until the
weather becomes cold.
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Slack Panty

1.19
So cool and comfortable with slacks
and shorts, yet tins -5-in. synthetic
*look band keeps your tummy flat
as a pancake. Rayon knit panty.
bottom..
1.19
No. 18 11908

us a trial—Won't You?
PLUEll CARTOON — TRAVELTALK — NOVELTY
14)1 HOCK ANO CO

Phone 790
Court Square

Tel. 697-J

Dates To Remember!
JUNE 23-24--"DRAGONWYCK"
JUN 26-27-28 "ZIEGFELD •LLIES
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Fredonia News

By Dorothy Brasher
Mrs. Val Guthrie and children.
Sory and John, of Charlotte, N.
C.. are visiting her mother,
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Yount
Miss Georgia Boaz is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Padon, in
Sznithland.
Miss Lema S. Cruse, of Clarksville; Tenn., spent the weekend
with her sister, Mrs. Ivan H.
Bennet and Mr. Bennet.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Johnson, of
Paducah, spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cort Henson.

Nine Democrats
Enter Race For
Senate Nomination

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Querterof Frankfort, are visiting
her 'parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
M. Young.
Miss Dorothy Brasher and
Noble J. Gregory Is
Miss Jane Belt left Monday for
Democrat
ic Choice WithHopkinsville where they will attend the Westminster Youth
out Contest; Primary
Fellowship at Bethel College.
Is August 3 .
They will represent the First
(By Associated Press)
Presbyterian church.
Sir. and Mrs. H. H. Perryman, Kentucky Democrats will have
of Glendale, Ariz., visited Mr. a wide range of choice for their
and Mrs. Cecil Brasher Thursday. candidate for the United States
Mr. and Mrs. John Querter- Senate, as nine were entered as
mous, of Frankfort, were dinner the deadline for filing for the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. August 3 primary election closed
June 8.
Young Sunday.
In contrast, only two RepubliBible School started at the
First Presbyterian church Mon- cans entered their senatorial priday. This school is sponsored by mary, and in that race Circuit
,
William Wheeler the Cumberland , Presbyterian Judge John Sherman Cooper of
IOC
William Wheeler, 74, farmer, Church and The First Presby- Somerset was endorsed by most
state Republican leaders after
1,04 died at his home here Saturday. terian Church.
June 8. Funeral services were
Bible School will start at the Sen. W. A. Stanfill, Hazard Reheld Tuesday at Liberty Point Baptist Church Monday. Stu- publican serving by appointment
.Church, Trigg county. He is sur- dents are asked to come Satur- of Governor Willis, announced
he would not run in this year's
vived by several neices and nep- day afternoon to register.
hews. Burial was in Boyd CemeMrs. Lester Young is visiting election. Roscoe Conklin Douglas
tery, Trigg county.
her daughter, Mrs. JiMmy Par- of Williamsburg is Cooper's opsons, and Mr. Parsons in Cin- ponent in the Republican program.
cinnati, G.
;•
Mary M. Bogle
The Democratic primary for
Funeral services for Mary Marthe senatorial nomination, how•
garet Bogle, 17, Who died at her
ever, will break modern records
home near Barnes Store, in Hopfor the number of candidates.
kins county June 8, were held OGDEN MEMORIAL
They are:
Sunday at Lafayette Cemetery, METHODIST CHURCH
Philip P. Ardery, Frankfort;
Hopkins county. She is survived
John Young Brown, Lexington;
J. Lester McGee, Minister
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. U.
James Logan Delk, Hopkinsville;
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
G. Bogle.
Special Father's Day Service Blakey Helm, Louisville; Tom
10:55 a.m. Sermon subject: "Is Logan, Madisonville; Henry Clay
He Not Your Father?" The Stephens, Floyd county; George
Thomas L. Mitchell
Funeral services for Thomas L. Young Women's Chorus Choir T. Smith, Beattyville; John J.
Thobe, Covington, and Norris
Mitchell, 65, who died at his home will render special music.
Brooks Vincent, Brownsville.
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
in Springfield, Ill. June 7, were
The Socialist party which has
Evening Worship 7:30. Sermon
held at Morgan's Funeral Home
"Christ's
Indivisible not cast enough votes in preSunday, with the Rev. H. G. M. subject:
vious elections to come under the
Haller, officiating. Mr. Mitchell Coat."
Circle II meets Mon., 7:30 p.m., mandatory primary law, has enhad lived in Princeton practically
111 his life, and was a railroad en- at the home of Mrs. Stanley tered for the November election
a candidate for the Senate, W.
Sharpe.
gineer.
Mid-week Service Wednesday, A. Sandefur of Henderson counSurvivors are his widow, a
daughter, an adopted daughter 7:30 p.m. The Pastor will preach. ty, and for Congress, First disChildren's Chorus rehearsal trict, Joseph S. Freeland, Padand three grandchildren.
ucah.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Friday, 1:30 p.m.
Noble J. Gregory was given
Cemetery.
the Democratic nomination for
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
re-election to the House of ReH. G. M. Hailer, Pastor
Mrs. Mattie G. Scott
presentatives from the First dis9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Funeral services for Mrs. Mattrict without opposition.
tie Glass Scott, 77, who died at 11:50 a.m. /darning Service
Those entered in the congres6:45
p.m.
Training
Union
her home on Eddyville, Route
sional races are:
1,.June 6, were held at Saratoga 7:30 Evening Warship
First District—Democratic, NoChurch Friday, with the Rev.
ble J. Gregory, Mayfield, incumCUMBERLAND
I. W. Napier officiating.
bent; Republican, William E.
Survivors are her husband, PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Porter, Hopkinsville; Socialist,
J.
Bright,
P.
minister
Dorris Scott; three daughters,
Sunday School each Sunday at Joseph Freeland, Paducah.
Mrs. Homer Curry, Campbell,
Second—Democratic, Earle C.
Mo.; Mrs. N. G. Martin, Kut- 9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman,
Clements, Morganfield, incumsupt.
tawa, Route 1; and Mrs. C. W.
Morning Worship each Sun- bent; Republican, W. Austin
Chandler, Grand Rivers; a son,
Blackwell, Clay.
R. Scott, Route 2 and sev- day at 11 A. M.
Young People's meeting at
eral children and several grandSea ducks swallow shellfish
children. Two daughters, Mrs. 6:36 P. M.
whole.
Evening
Worship
at
7:30
P.
M.
Euda Hill and Arabella Scott,
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday,
preceded her in death.
7:30 P. M.
Pallbearers were Henry Holloway, Floyd Gray, Earl Parrent,
THE CENTRAL
It is ordained by the City
011ie Moneymaker, Clyde HolloPRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Council of the City of Princeton,
way and Milburn Dunning.
Donal Wilmoth, Minister
Kentucky, as follows:
Flower girls were Mrs. Wilson
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
The tax rate for the year 1946
Parrent, Mrs. Hoyt Parsley and
6:00 p.m. The Westrninister
is hereby fixed at the rate of
Mrs. James Cash.
Fellowship.
seventy (75) cents on each One
Burial was in the church cemHundred ($100.00) Dollars Worth
etery.
Everybody reads The Leader!
of taxable property, both real
and personal, including Franchises, and A Tax of One-Half
of One Mill on each One $1.00)
Dollar of taxable property, both
real and personal, including
Franchises, belonging to all perAdditional lockers are being provided. We sons and corporations for the
suggest that you make reservation for one now. use and benefit of the Public
Library, to be divided as folThe supply is limited.
lows:
Of the Seventy Five cent Levy,
Fifty Cents (50c) shall be paid
into the General Fund, and
Twenty-Five cents (25c) shall
be paid into the Sinking Fund
for use in retirement of Water
Works Bonds and interest thereon, and the One-Half of One
Mill levy on each One $1.00)
Tel. 344
Dollar worth of Property belonging to all persons, corporations and Franchises, for the
Public Library.
There is also levied a Poll Tax
SO t
of One and One-Half ($1.50)
Dollars on each Male Citizen
ver the Age of Twenty-One (21)
Years and under the Age of
Sixty-Five (65) Years residing
in the City of Princeton, Kentucky, and a Dog Tax of One
41.00 Dollar on each Male Dog
and Two 42.00 Dollars on each
Female Dog kept in said City,
The person having control of
the Property where the Dog is
kept shall be liable for the Dog
Tax.
A Ten (10%) percent penalty
shall be added to all taxes re•
oessea attneatt ..41.9)!Brob
maining unpaid after November
1st, 1948, and Six (6%) percent
Why not realize that long cherished dream Interest
shall be collected for the
of owning your own home? Let us help you lay length of time said texas remain
WO
after November 1st, 1946.
the cornerstone for future happiness in a home unpaid
All City taxes for the year
of your own.
1948 which are paid by the taxpayers on or before July 20th,
Come in and talk over your building and 1946, will be given a Two (2%)
percent discount.
home loan problems with us today.
All Ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
Buy a Home Today the Building Loan Way.
This 'Ordinance to become effective on and after its publication.
Duly adopted this the 10th Day
of June, 1046, by unanimous rollcall vote.
(Incorporated)
DR. W. L CASH, Mayor.
Attest:
Telephone 44
Henrietta Bldg.
GARLAND QUISZNBERRY,
City Clerk.
MOUS.
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Deaths- Funerals

At The Churches

Tax Ordinance

Frozen Food Lockers

Drawer type —rental per year
$15
Door type —rental per year
$12.50

Cummins Frozen Food Lockers

W
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PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

That's your Money
they're gambing
with, brother!
Down in Washington, a little group of
people are playing a dangerous game.

REMEMBER: The ultimate answer to the threat of inflation is of course maximum production. But—until

In it are politicians, professional lobbyists, and a group of businessmen who
are so selfish, confused or shortsighted that
they want to kill price control or so emasculate it that it simply won't work.

production more nearly equals demand, most manufacturers don't want the scramble for scarce raw

Some of them—the NAM for example
—have tried to abolish the OPA completely. They did not succeed. But they DID
succeed in persuading enough Congressmen to put through a so-called "OPA extension bill" with so many crippling amendments attached to it that it will be
powerless to protect you against inflation
after July 1st.
Whether you are a businessman, a G.
I., a consumer, a worker, or retired, remember it's YOUR money they are gambling with.
REMEMBER: that during and after the first World
War, prices of many of the essentials of life rose over
200%; coal, 600%; steel, 300%; and were followed by the most disastrous crash in our history when
the bottom fell out of the inflated market. In this
war—.despite the irritation and inconvenience which
almost everybody had to bear—prices generally
have been held to approximately 32%.
REMEMBER: that your savings bank deposits, war
bonds and life insurance will drop to a fraction of
their value if inflation comes.

Earl Conno
go. Mitchell
an high
eth School
• on, KY.
she has
the Illinois C
Mitchell is
Mr.
iipman high
tly been d
Army Air
sa mon
, He ii no
Illinois Cen
Hr. Mitchell is
:and gre• W.
and is a

materials, (with the biggest buying power naturally
in the hands of the biggest companies) which the
end of price control would bring about. Merchants
don't want full shelves—and empty stores. Intelligent business generally doesn't want the spiral of
higher prices—higher wages—higher prices—and
so on until the inevitable crash.
REMEMBER: that removing price controls will legalize
the black market. Abolition of the OPA will make
the black marketeers respectable—put them beyond
the reach of the law.
REMEMBER: that everybody with a fixed salary,
members of the armed forces, civil service employees,
teachers, and persons living on annuities or pensions
will be hit hardest of all.

An emasculated, crippled "OPA extension bill" was passed by the House of Representatives—it is now up before the Senate for action by that body. If you want
price controls continued, WRITE OR
WIRE TO YOUR SENATOR and tell him
what you think.
Don't let the high pressure boys—or
the National Association of Manufacturers,
who have spent $395,850 in the attempt to
wipe out the OPA—speak for you. Speak
for yourself. It's your money they're
gambling with.

If you are a businessman—and believe in orderly, gradual de-control, join us! Write
for full information to:

NATIONAL BUSINESSMEN FOR OPA COMMITTEE
NATIONAL HEADRIARTERS: 212 EAST 49th STREET, NEW YOU 17
THIS AD SPONSORED BY:

Princeton Business Leaders Interested In Preventing
InFlation and Hardship For the People
of This Community
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Shorter and Smarter
Logical for days of rising temperature; this cooler
looking, cooling feeling hair style in bang silhouette. Cut, permanent and set. For appointments Phone 2.

Modern Beauty Shop
RACHEL PHELPS, Prop.

•

Princeton Loader
Princeton, Ky

•

Dorothy Ann Davis

Recent Bride
of 2431
Mrs. Edith Harvey announce
s
announ_ the
Paducah,
street,
eyers
marriage of her daughter,
the marriage of her daughter, Miss Anna June Josey, to Pfc
Curtis
Mitchell,
Lowe
Clifton Rogers, son of Me.
ladys, to
and
of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Mrs. Bert Rogers, Glasgow.
Mien, 1234 Jefferson street, Mrs. Rogers is a
granddaughter
urah, on Friday, May 91.
of Mr. and Mrs. George
Wilkerring
ceremony
double
was son, 105 Groom street.
The
rformed at 5:30 by the Rev.
J. Tichenor, pastor of East Dixon —
Riley
ptist church, in the presence
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Dixon,
the immediate family. The Aker Avenue,
announce the mary attendants were Miss Helen riage of
their daughter, Macey,
ocker, sister of the bride, to
Eldon Riley, son of Mr. and
d Earl Connor.
Mrs. S. E. Riley, of That Rock.
Mitchell
graduate
a
is
of
Mrs.
The single ring ceremony was
-Ighman high school and the performe
d at two o'clock at the
azareth School of Nursing at First
Baptist Church by the Rev.
xington, Ky. For the last two H. G.
M. Hatler.
ars, she has been on the staff
Miss Lurlene Dixon was her
Central
Hospital.
Illinois
.
the
sister's maid of honor, and Mr.
Mrs. Eldon Riley was Miss
Mr. Mitchell is a graduate of James Catlett served
as best Macey
ilghman high school and has man. Attendant
Dixon, daughter of Mr.
was Mrs. Irene
and Mrs. Harlan Dixon, Aker
ently been discharged from Thompson, sister
of the bride&venue, before her marriage
e Army Air Corps, after groom.
nding 20 months in the south
The bride wore a powder blue here Saturday, June 1.
cific. He is now employed at Jersey dress with
white accessor- the bride's. Mrs. Thompson wore
e Illinois Central shops.
ies and a single strand of pearls. beige
with white accessories, and
Mr. Mitchell is a grandson of Her corsage was of red rose
buds. her corsage was of red rose buds.
Davis,
L.
Mrs.
W.
Plum
and
r.
Miss Dixon wore a soft white
Mr:. Riley served three years
eet, and is a frequent visitor wool suit with black accessorie in
s,
the Army, of which 27 months
re.
and a corsage similar to that of was overseas
duty.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley left immediately after the ceremony
for Detroit, where they will
make their home.

reat of in-

•

Dinner Party
Mrs. Lala Barnett and Miss
Virgin Elarnott entertained last
week-end with a dinner party
at their home on McNary street.
Guests were Mrs. Kelly Murphy,
California, Mrs. Barnett's daughter, Mrs. Herbert Lewy, Tampa,
Fla.; Mrs. Richard McConnell,
Lexington, and Miss Lucille
Buttermore, Louisville.

Miss Kathryn Laverty will
leave Friday night for Gainesville, Fla., where she will attend
the University of Florida during
the summer quarter. She has
been teaching in Belle Glade,
Fla., the last year, and visited
relatives here last week.
Miss Sarah Goodwin has returned from New Albany, Ind., his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dique
where she served as a commer- Eldred,
West Main street, and
cial instructor in the high school her
mother, Mrs. Henry Hale,
there the last year. She will Maple
Avenue. Mrs. Hale acspend the summer months with companie
d them home for a
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh visit.
Goodwin, Hopkinsville street,
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Rogers,
and will resume her position Paducah,
spent last week-end
this fall with a promotion.
with her sister, Mrs. George 0.
Miss Remonia Josey is spend- Eldred
and Mr. Eldred, N. Seming this week in Morton's Gap inary
street.
with her grandmother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Paris Parks,
Joe Josey.
Harlan, arrived Saturday for a
Mrs. Edith Harvey returned visit with
her sister, Virgil
home Saturday from the Jen- Smith
.and family, Hopkinsvillo
nie Stuart Hospital, Hopkins- street.
Mr. Parks was recently
ville, where she underwent an discharge
d from the Nay).
operation. She is a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ellis, AtMr. and Mrs. George Wilkerson, lanta,
Ga., are visiting her mo105 Groom street.
ther, Mrs. J. A. Stegar, Locust
Miss Mildred Beck, Louisville,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W
H. Beck, Eddyville Road, is
spending a month's vacation
here. Miss Beck has been employed by the accounting department of the E. I. Du Pont de
Jones — Benson
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Jones, W. Nemours Co., Charlestown, Ind.,
Main street, announce the mar- for the last three years.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Moore,
riage of their daughter, Margarette, to Mr. Earl J. Benson, Paducah, spent Sunday with
son of Mrs. Tilda Benson, Joliet, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Ill., Thursday, May 30, at the T. Lamb.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Willard
Ogden Methodist Church parsonage, the Rev. J. Lester McGee, and Mrs. Bernice Davis attendofficiating, using the double ed the commencement exercises
ring ceremony, in the presence at Christian College, Columbia,
of Mr. and Mrs. Barney Jones. Mo., last week. Miss Margaret
Terry Davis, a student there,
ac mpanied them home for the
Luncheon For Guests
stnmer vacation.
Mesdames Charles Ratliff and
Miss Martha Jane Lester has
William S. Rice entertained with
returned from William Woods
a one o'clock luncheon at the
College, Fulton, Mo., to spend
home of Mrs. Claude Akin, Washthe summer vacation with her
ington street, Tuesday, June 11,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
in honor of Mrs. Ratliff's visitors, Lester,
Washington street.
Mrs. Elliot Boone and Misses
Lieut. and Mrs. E. C. Cox,
Noyes and Hobbs, all of Long- Yakima,
Wash., spent last weekmont Colo.
end with Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Guests were Mesdames George Presler
and family, Hopkinsville
Harralson, Sarah Meyers, Allison street.
Akin, Frank Wood, Sallie P. CatMr. and Mrs. Claude Holsaplett, Grace= M. Pedley, John E. ple, Cartersvil
le, Ill., were the
Young, Rumsey Taylor, Duke recent guests
of his sister, Mrs.
Pettit, Sr., Shell Smith, R. M. Melvin Fralick and
family.
Pool, F. T. Linton, Charles GadMrs. W. B. Long, Cincinnati,
die, C. M. Wood, Henry Sevison, 0., spent last week-end
with
Owen Ingram, J. J. Rosenthal Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
Pedley and
and Emery Dobbins.
family, Locust street.
Mrs. Allison Akin entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Eldred
Mrs. Ratliff's guests with a thea- and son, Marshall Polk, Louister party Tuesday night and Mrs. ville, spent last week-end with
Frank Wood entertained with a
luncheon at the New Century Hotel in Dawson Springs Wednesday. Mrs. Wood's guests included
Mrs. Elliot Boone, Misses Noyes
and Hobbs, Mrs. Charles Ratliff
and Mrs. Sarah Meyers.

The Leader
Congratulates

Dorothy Mitchell, the daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Rice,
of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Mitchell, the birth of a son, Elvin
Paducah, and a granddaughter June 10, at the home of
of Mr and Mrs. W. L. Davis, parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Buren
Plum street.
Piercy, W. Main street.
Itobinson, Dalton, Route 1, on
the birth of a son, Jerry Wayne,
June 3.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Gray,
Garrett street, on the birth of a
son, Ronald Haydon, June 10.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bruce,
Ratliff street, on the birth of a
One, 4-room dwelling on N. McNary St.
son, Robert Ray, May 30.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Winnett,
Nice large lot.
1234 Jefferson street, Paducah,
on the birth of a son, Virgil, Jr.,
$2,400.00 di
June 6, at Riverside Hospital.
Mrs. Winnett is" the -former

FOR SALE!

for St. John's Military Ocademy,
Delafield, Wis., where he serves as an instructor during the
summer months.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bagshaw
and son, John Earl, Knoxville,
Tenn., will arrive today to spend
the week-end with her mother,
Mrs. R. M. Pool, W. Main street.
Miss Betty Joyce Wilkerson
t
ek i
ad'•onville.

117 W. Main St.

Princeton, Ky.

Wallpaper

extenof Rethe Senu want
OR
11 him

seen in Vogue and Harper's Bazaar

Eyelet Embroidery and Spun Rayon

oys—or
turers,
mpt to
Speak
they're

Take your cue from new home
builders who. are getting all
their wall paper from us —
and give your old rooms new
life and beauty with your
choice of our lovely patterns.
Wall paper you buy is a hallmark of quality which endures.

12c to 35c
Per Roll

n to:

Whatever you desire in a summer dress, you
will find in these... they are crisp and cool . . .
they are suitable for work, for the street, or for
evening wear. Some of the eyelets have white
tops with black skirts; others are solid pink or
solid white.

EE
$830 to $2795
How invitingly cool...and how
eye-catching...flattering
whites with daring cut-outs or
breezy pods...of
rich suede or smooth leather.

114 E. Main

Phone 92

$7.95

Smith's
Furniture

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Ersatz Again
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Leipzig, Germany, (15) — Old
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flags
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Steen said he saw no immediyou
giving
am
boards
I
room
propaganda
court
was
a
Goebbels' old
The scene
Theme itecre ruth
le ut.i elided thee ere no
ornestic flour shortage, the ate boost in bread output, even
in Denver. A thin man of med- story to illustrate, perhaps too were repainted with Communist eand 4se rune Ii.i 1 itiy with their i ii iii
v,tnliiii•:
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11 awe 44 ONLY .
judge
slogans.
ium height and kindly face sat, briefly, what every county
era National Federation said, if the government's plan for
iLj.L
.rid.
,..,:
1 ev .
, atone
„
y Ilalk LI
f
not on the judge's stand, but be- in Kentucky can do, without
a gradual easing of the criti- lending foreign-consigned wheat
reads The Leader!
DAWSON'S ORUO {TOR,
hind a desk on the floor level. much of the opposition Lindsey Everybody
bread shortage may start in to mills "proved workable."
welbroad
the
fight.
In
had
to
Before the first case was called
He said "government red
o weeks.
There were two signs the na- tape," shipping the grain from
I went to the judge and intro- fare program due to take shape
on's worst bread shortage soon elevators to the mills, getting the
duced myself as a newspaper re- in Kentucky juvenile courts have
ill be on the wane. They were: right "blend" for bread flour and
porter on my way farther west an important part. Not that
county judges in Kentucky fail
1—The new winter wheat crop, delivering the flour to bakers,
in search of a job.
hich has started coming in in would require a time lag of two
"Sit here beside me through altogether, my impression is that
exas and Oklahoma, is running or three weeks.
the court room proceedings, then they just don't put enough into
wenty-five percent above preUnder the government "loan"
go with me to my private cham- it. Every one of them is a poharvest expectations.
plan, a uomestic mill qualifying
ber where my real work with tential Lindsey but doesn't seem
2—The Department of Agricul- for such wheat could get only
to know it.
delinquent children is done."
ure drafted a plan for dipping enough to bring its supply up to
I was talking the other day
A name was called. A boy of
to foreign relief wheat stocks one-half of its June allotmennt
twelve stood up. Then the names with Circuit Judge Marlin L.
o relieve conditions in the most for domestic sale. Under a prevof the parents, and they stood Blackwell of Dixon, Webster
'acute bread shortage in the coun- ious department order, domestic
up. The judge asked the parents county seat, about the authority
mills this month are allowed to
a few questions about the boy of county Judges in juvenile
Herman Steen, executive see- distribute only seventy-five perand about themselves. He did cases.
^
of the Millers National cent as much flour as the monthlb
"They have all the power, air
not repeat the charges against
,recleration, said "this is the worst ly average of 1945.
the boy. He merely bade the the authority the legislature
I week the millers will have."
Although the prospect of reyoungster follow him to the pri- could give them," he said. "There
*tween eighty and ninety per- lief was in sight, scarcely any EDITOR UPHELD BY SUPREME COURT—John D. Pennekamp,
vate room. The parents wanted is hardly any limit to the auassociate
editor
of
the
Miami
Herald,
Miami,
Fla.,
points
to
a
• rent of the nation's flour mills city was without a bread short,Pepsi-Cola Company,Long Juand Clip, N.Y.,
to go along but the judge told thority of county judges in doWill shut down because of lack age. With new supplies cut off or cartoon which resulted in his conviction for contempt of court.
Franchised
Bottler:
Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
children
cases
relations
mestic
if
them
where
to
were,
stay
they
The
U.
S.
supreme
court
upheld the editor and threw out the
A wheat to grind into flour, he reduced to a trickle, sources in
that he must talk with the boy are involved. And, as you know,
lard.
the baking industry said, most lower court's verdict. (AP Wirephoto)
alone. He invited me in because parents are often deeply involvHe added, however, that the bakeries have had to dip into
ed in juvenile delinquency cases."
I was a stranger.
/winter wheat harvest started. in their own dwindling flour re- Corn Worth $2.25
r• -Cho.
Some county judges in KenThe young lawbreaker was
Wromur.',
e south-west in mid-May with serves for their current output. When Fed To Hogs
know
tucky
the
of
Judge
story
I...
feel
made
"
that
with
to
the
judge
f_Js•
was
(Last week's news)
cellent yields. He predicted the
The Food Distributors AssociaFarm Agent C. V. Bryan of
Serii•. E••,,
his friend. So, making a clean Lindsey. Those who don't may
.cute shortage would be consid- tion of Illinois said bread was
By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
breast of everything was easy. find it in a book or in magazine
ins,
trebly relieved by mid-to late "disappearing by noon" in baker- Taylor county relates how S. V.
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell
Bread...sling
My as more of the new crop ies and stores in Chicago and Kessler of the Pleasant Hill com- and son and Mr. and Mrs. Or- The judge asked many searching articles in a local public library.
to.4SA.M.,
munity got $2.25 a bushel for
questions. Then, when he was Reading it will give them inveches the mills.
other Illinois cities.
land Newsom and children were
as.
r.
corn fed to hogs. Mr. Kessler
sure he knew the whole story, spiration to do a better job of
The wheat harvest will run
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Herhe reasoned with the youngster, handling wayward children. Alinto September, moving gradualDespite its great length, the weighed 34 registered Poland- man Croft last Sunday night.
appealed to his pride, and got so, they will learn much of the
northward, with the grain be- neck of a giraffe is not long China hogs which averaged 201
Ragon Cummins has been ill
pounds. Then the corn and other
his promise not to repeat the Lindsey technique.
, ng made available to the mills enough to reach the ground.
but is reported improved.
feed given them was carefully
Mrs. Lawrence Ferguson and offense. There was one stipulaweighed. In 13 days they had
daughter, of Otter Pond, were tion, a strict one. The boy must
eaten 71 bushels of corn, 100
guests of Mrs. W. M. Cartwright come back and talk with the
pounds of tankage and had acjudge every two weeks.
last Thursday afternoon.
cess to rye and vetch pasture, reThat judge was the late Ben
Otho Storms and family and
sulting in a gain of 1,120 pounds. Mr.
and Mrs. James Wilson were B. Lindsey, whose name, a few
For each 100 pounds of gain,
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey years back, was a household
they had eaten six and a fourth
See what a aeoutifuf
word throughout the nation.
Vickery last Sunday.
bushels of corn and nine pounds
change totes place in dry
Mrs. Chas. Denham, of Herron, Lindsey was the most widely
NOME KIT
of tankage. The hogs were figurkit contains 3 full
was visiting relatives here publicized juvenile court judge Each
ounces of Salon-type
skin when you give t
ed at ceiling prices.
that
eige
em
.
ever
lived.
In
Kaorlisor.,
solution
with
his
last week-end and attended the
many
tegulor
60
Curlers.
60
end
•'Botonylanolin core,
years
of fine service to boys tissues, cotton ppIihome coming at Harmony church.
The mound builders, a family
tor. neutralizer and
Lonzo Poindexter, of Carters- and girls in need of correction
These dainty preporoSakai only2 to 3
of birds inhabiting Australia and ville,
Ill., was here on business he encountered bitter political complete i.str.ce,...
flans ore so incredibty rich
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
certain South Sea islands, are last
enemies. These enemies did eveweek.
unique in that the young are
tr lanolin they smooth
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Orton rything they could do to hamphatched fully fledged and are
owoy the traces of dry:
and family, of Cerulean Springs, er Lindsey's work, resorting to
able to fly from the moment were guests of
Isaac McCormick slander, even threats of violence.
ness...leave your skin
they leave the shell.
and family recently.
The male mosquito is a vege'softer, lovelier, help It
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Picker- who have been visiting their
tarian.
Is your car, truck or tracing were visiting J. M. Cook and parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
maintain the oil bolonceit
Pickering, have returned home. tor radiator heating or leakwife Saturday afternoon.
needs for_beouty.
Much damage has been done in ing?
Eloin Brown and family, of
Illinois, have been here on a this section of the county by reIf so, don't punish your
visit to his mother, Mrs. Chas. cent heavy rain. Crops have
been washed up or covered by motor further. Let us clean
Hale and Mr. Hale.
Mrs. Huel Teasley and daugh- water. All creeks and streams and repair it the modern way.
ter, Janette, of Vine Grove, and have been on a rampage and
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Kermit Pickering, of Ft. Knox, corn planting is at a standstill.
Several new barns have been
built in this community as well
as other buildings and repair
work.
"Not For A Day, But
Several of our citizens observed Memorial Day last Thursday.
For All Time."
Some visited and others carried
on general routine work.
Desmond Hensley and family
visited Gordon Hale and family
Sunday on Dawson Springs,
Route 3.
David Mitchell and family
•Is your car in shape to give
were, visiting Aaron Rogers and
you maximum service this sumwife Sunday.
mer? If you need money for repairs, let us supply it.
Kentucky Lake seems to be
We advance cash for motor
the popular recreation center for
overhauling, tire recapping,
the people of this community.
brake relining, or any other repairs your car may need.
Cone he or pbowe. You'll reMoney In 4-H Chicks
ceive prompt service.
Ivan Wells of the Stinnett
Settlement 4-H Club in Leslie
county raised 290 of 300 chicks
to broiler size, then sold them
for $1 each when they were
eight to nine week old. His profit was approximately $150. Ivan
is raising 500 more chicks to
e • .

ortaqe To Come Soon

traiwerni.-Ti '
, ...........,

c490.
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Friendship News

COLD WAVE

Pasteurized
MILK

A limited number of
SOAP FLAKES AND POWDERS

BENDIX machines are

Get on our list for early
delivery. For informarich pasteurized milk, but

tion about the satisfaction of BENDIX ask any

they will thrive on it. Ar-

Benclizautomati. diame- .2a4inctuf
ro.ctlefq
FROM YOUR GROUP
fit/ho

B. N. Lusby Co.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Glasgow Editor Heads
Kentucky Postmasters
Dark Bread Program To
Be Continued 12 Months,
Officials Say

:.;:5 Supervisors Fix Total
VI At $123,219 More Than
it
1,0 In 1945; Polls Show
:0 Small Gain .

Review of the report of the
•ty Board of Tax Supervisors
Monday night's Council seaI ion, attended by Councilmen
li'' Deriharn, Gus Jones, Joe Jones,
• cqtone, Wadlington, Mayor Cash
'1 n the chair, showed the 1948
ed valuation of Princeton
toperty for taxation purposes
• taled $1,885,325.29, an increase
f $123,219.10 over the 1945
otal.
Of the total, $1,809,435.29 rep'. i
by
esented property listed
,
141
,1 ehlte persons, while $75,840 be•th4f ongs to Negros. White polls toImialed 1176; Negro, 266. The 1945
.:'r!.,vhite polls were 1160: Negro,
There was a falling off in
ii 1
anti.35•
number of dogs listed, 175
against 248 in 1945.
ei .
An ordinance fixing the 1946
ant II
.ax rate was adopted and ap.... ears in this issue. Mrs. Vera
ivianister is computing individual
a jax lists and the tax books will
ready when taxes become
.
.'ye
Lue July 1, an official said. The
1..
vrdinance provides for a 2 per1 pent discount on all 1946 taxes
raid•
on or before July 20.
The employment of Frank
.rlubbard, a military policeman
1 yi the recent World War, as
.tpecial officer in the absence of
-'oliceman Homer Reddick, was
"iven consideration and he will
, ontinue under temporary apointment. Reddick, who was
hot several weeks ago while
erforming his official duties,

r

4

Two outstanding southern governors will be hoard on The
MethoclIgt Hour June 16, when
Governor Thomas L. Bailey, ,of
Mississippi, speaks on the subject "The Mission of The Rural
Church." He will be introduced
by Governor Ellis Arnall, of
Georgia. The program originates
from WSB in Atlanta at 8:30
o'clock in' the morning.

Louisville Headquarters
Of New Military District
Louisville-(A)--Louisville will
be headquarters of the new Kentucky military district which
goes into effect July 1, under
the Army's reorganization program, Col. William H. Huston,
commander of the present Kentucky military area, announced.
was
tory recovery.
A list of delinquent, water consumers was read and agreement
was reached whereby, after proper notification, water service
to such will be discontinued.

Giv• robot a one-way ticket
to That Wonderful Seoforth
Feeling on his dayJun•_16th.. ,He'll like anyf
of the Seoforth sets of
polished stoneware mugs,
.and lugs boxed in brown,
tweed-as masculine as the•
line products they contein;

$2.Q9 to $.7,90, p(es tog,

SIT I
llovIng Mug • Mini Soop
I
'Showing lotion • himn's Talc
Hoirdr,ulne.• $3.00 plus

be tomato
Newport, (/P)-Joseph Richard- FOR SALE-Marglo
son, Glasgow, was elected presiltp
Seminary St.
dent of the Kentucky Association
of Postmasters at the concludFOR TRUCKING and Hauling
ing session of the organization's
call William S. Guess at 338-J,
annual convention here. He sucService Cab Co., opposite
ceeds William Elmer, Newport.
Princeton Hotel and I. C. DePeter T. Colgan, Middlesboro,
ltc
pot.
was chosen secretary.
FOR SALE-Walnut dining room
suite; portable typewriter in
Price Boost Granted
good condition. Phone 475. It

Washingtots-VP)--Hopes for
plenty of bread and flour suffered a new blow this week
when the government released
1946
figures indicating the
wheat crop, although of bum- To Tire Manufacturers
per proportions, will fall 225,Washington,(iP)-0PA Monday
000,000 bushels short of domes- granted manufacturers a four
tic demand and foreign commit- and one half percent price inments.
crease on tires for new automoPlans were made to proceed biles and trucks. It said this will
with conservation measures dur- not push up prices of cars "at
ing the next 12 months, including this time."
the "dark bread" program and
Meanwhile, a spokesman for
curbs on flour distribution.
the agency said that manufac
The Agricultural Department, turers' ceilings on tires sold as
in its monthly report on crop replacements will be increased
conditions, showed that the soon. This increase, reportedly
wheat crop prospects improved somewhat less than four and
slightly during May to promise one half percent, is being held
the third consecutive billion- up while OPA decides whether
bushel harvest, but not suffi- it will be paid by the public
cient to meet the demands.
or be absorved in whole or part
The crop was indicated at 1,- by dealers.
025,509,000 bushels, an increase
of about 25,000,000 over prospects a month earlier, but near- Livestock Market
The market was 25 to 50 cents
ly 100,000,000 bushels below last
higher than lait week on the
year's record of 1,123,143,000.
Officials said a crop of at Princeton Livestock Market Monleast 1,250,000,000 bushels would day, it was reported by Brad
be needed to supply unrestricted Lacy, manager. Total head sold
domestic demands and foreign was 772. Baby beeves topped at
the $16.50; No. 1 veals, $17.50 and
relief requirements for
period July, 1946 to July, 1947. hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs, 120
pounds and up, sold at ceiling
prices.

Hopkinsville Mourns
Tragic Deaths In Chicago
Hotel Blaze
Hopkinsville -(A")- Business
houses here closed last Friday
during funeral services for three
Hopkinsville residents who perished in the La Salle Hotel fire
Tuesday night in Chicago.
Services for Al Wettstein, Jr.,
17, were held at 10 a.m, at the
Riverside Cemetery. High school
students, former classmates of
the youth, served at pallbearers.
Joint services for McKinzie T.
Moss, 36, and his nephew, Phillip
Cornette, 16, were held at 3 p.m.
at a Hopkinsville funeral home.
Pat McCustion, secretary of the
Hopkinsville Chamber of Commerce, said it was the first time
in his memory that business
houses had closed for funerals.
Bodies of the three fire victims reached here Thursday by
train from Chicago, where fathers of the two boys had flown
to identify them. Moss, who was
accompanied by the boys on a
business trip to Chicago, was
identified shortly after his body
was discovered.
Drifts is survived by his widow,
a son, McKinzie, Jr., a daughter.
Betty Moss, and his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. Moss. Wettstein
is survived by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Al Wettstein, Sr., and
a sister, Carolyn Wettstein. Cornette is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cornette,
and a sister, Barbara Cornette.

Moves Barber Shop
J. W. Ray has reporte,d

Notice

FOR SALE-One power hay
baler in good condition. Inter2tp
national. Phone 2606.
GIRLS AND BOYS Play Suits
from 2 to 6 years reduced
from $1.49 to 98c. Federated
lt
Store
BUY CHICKS NOW-Last hatch
of the season coming off Saturday, June 1. P. 0. Box 27;
Phormo3062, Paramount Hatchery, Eddyville, Ky.
GIRLS SLACK SUITS size 2
to 6 years $1.98. Federated
lt
Store
WATCH for our Thursday morning Specials. Federated Store It
SEE our window for Thursday
morning Specials. Federated
It
Store,
BIG REDUCTION on One lot of
Ladies Dresses. Federated
It
Store.
FOR SALE-200 AAA Rhode
three
pullets
Red
Island
months old at $1.25 each. Phone

2 Nice Dwellings
Springs Road. All for

large lot on Kuttawa

Insurance and Real Estate
Princetr, Ky.

Phones 54, Res.

In the future, the City truck will collect

ALL SIZES of mens work pants
It
and shirts. Federated Store.

--8 DRESS and work hats.
MEN
Federated Store.

It

N on one lot of
BIG REDUC
Ladies Hats. Federated Store It
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers,
Bowling Green, sent Sunday
with their son, Dr. C. H. Jaggers and family, Hopkinsville
street.

of
The Caldwell County Board
bids
receiving
Education is now
or
for 6000 bu. of coal, more
varless, to be delivered to the
Caldwell
ious school houses in
County. Bids should be brought
the
or mailed to the office of
Caldwell County Board of Education, Courthouse, Princeton,
Ky., on or before 10:00 A.M.
July 1, 1948. The Caldwell
County Board of Education re-

Ideal Barber Shop at a new 4.
cation on West Cut &wart,
over the Western Kentucky
Co. He is apecializing In •
and shampoos,
serves the right to rej"
and all bids.
Signed
FLOYD E. JONES, ChaIrtto
E. F. BLACKBURN,

Budget of Caldwell County

Twenty-two farmers in Lee
county have entered the corn
derby.

times
as s
and
them.
ImBation is

ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES, 1946-47.
Tax Receipts-From tax levies
Truck License Distribution
Fines and Forfeitures, etc.
Rents
Total anticipated revenues

g ceiling P
average
face
of
budget
' food, $1

$47,357.00
5,200.00
400.00
600.00

GENERAL GOVERNMENT.
$
Salary, County Judge
County Judge Service in misdemeanor cases
Salary, County Attorney
Salary, County Clerk
Fees, County Clerk
Fees, Office of the Sheriff
Board of Supervisors, per diem .......
Salary County Treasurer
Salaries, Commissioners
Salary, Librarian
Salary, Janitor
Courthouse, materials and
Courthouse, insurance
Courthouse, renewals and repairs
Courthouse, improvements or new construction
Circuit Court, court stenographer
Election Commissioners, per diem
Election Officers, per diem
Tabulators, per diem
Rentals
Elections, printing and advertising
Elections, miscellaneous expenses
County Coroner, fees
Printing financial statement
Office expenses
Total, General Government

$53,557.00

rn

1,200.00
600.00
900.00
325.00
1,400.00
250.00
187.00
750.00
630.00
240.00
1,140.00
1,900.00
200.00
200.00
5,500.00
30.00
250.00
• 760.00
32.00
48.00
850.00
300.00
100.00
290.00
1,060.00

g40
go up
and so
your
Oat
$150.
instead
Pods
round
sow. To
of
would
$1,
are

Wen, th
feta
114
for
But wh
any oil
r what
yll proba
do
clothing,
themsely
food.
otortunate

$19,132.00

Jailer, fees for dieting prisoners
County Jail, materials and supplies
County Jail, renewals and repairs
Total, protection to person and property

Salary, Health Officer
Fees, Registrar of Vital Statistics
Salary, Livestock Inspector
Total, Health and Sanitation

CHARITIES, HOSPITALS AND CORRECTIONS.
Fees, County Physician
4 300.00
50.00
Contributions to charitable institutions
375.00
Idiot Claims
Contribution, Hospital Care ........200.00
2,000.00
General Home Relief
1,400.00
Poor Farm, fees for maintaining inmates
300.00
Poor Farm, maintenance
50.00
Poor Farm, Renewals and Repairs
House of Reform, claims
Juvenile Court, salaries
Total, charities, hospitals

County Farm Agent, travel expenses
County Farm Agent, clerical help
Home Demonstration Agent, travel exp.
Total, libraries and other edu. services

Miscellaneous current expenses
Total, General Fund, unclassified
GRAND TOTAL, General Fund

GIFTS FOR DAD .. THE BEST
SPORT IN TIE WORLD
Give Dad what he wants most this Father's
Day. A gift that shows your love for him - A

•Panama Hats
•Straw Hats
•Cloth Hats
•Handkerchiefs
•Bow Ties

*Belts
•Suspenders
•Ties
•Sox
•Billfolds

That's an odd way to put it, when you consider the thousands
enjoy a
of Kentuckians who use our services. But if you want to
percordial, well-rounded banking relationship, where you get
then
sonal attention and friendly understanding of your needs,
you'll want to be a Farmers National customer.

s500;
tern
t aver
if
from

LIBRARIES AND OTHER EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.

deposit,
". .. When I go into Farmers National to make a
impresdraw a check, or to discuss a problem, they give me the
sion that I'm their only customer."

Without
Food Bill
FamilY
$250, At

1946-1947

garbage every Saturday. All parties concerned will please co-operate by having

ligation
rows
reads

Rights ef Way
Road Maintenance, materials etc.
Total, Road Fund (highways)

Remittances to State Local Finance Officer ....$ 7,500.00
Sinking Fund
5,202.00
$12,702.00
Total, Road & Bridge Bond Debt Service
;12,702.00
GRAND TOTAL, All Funds
Date submitted June 5, 1946.
Clyde 0. Wood, County Judge.
C. R. Baker, County Attorney
J. B. Lester, Commissioner,

• 0Y,

June 13
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Barber Shop
Ray ha
,reported
• -1. Shop at a
120
.n West Court ,
Western Xentuckv
sPecielizing iAI
4E4
Dom
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[illation Threat
rows As Fight
preads On OPA
Control
Without Price
Of Average

HELD BY ARMY IN JEWEL THEFT
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Wallace Says GOP GETS KEY TO MAYFIELD
Nominee Will Be
Beaten Again In '48

Washington, (A) — Henry A.
Wallace made it emphatically
clear Friday that he is not available to spearhead any third party
movement of groups dissatisfied
Sometimes people look at inwith President Truman's labor
policies.
on as something "way' eff
The Democratic party will reander" and not directly kitmain "progressive" and a third
ting then). Actually the threat
inflation is very real to everyparty could only, mean a "reactionary victory," the Secretary
removed
of Commerce said in an article
If ceiling prices were
in "The Democrat," official ore average American family
gan of the Democratic National
uld face a real increase In the
Committee.
of living. The average fon,
budget runs something like
He expressed the opinion that
Ls_food, $1,000; clothing, $250;
the liepublicarts will nominate
t, $500; misceallaneous goods
a "reactionary" for president in
1948, and lose the election.
d services, $650. That's the
sent average budget.
Sam O'Neal, editor bf "The
Democrat," a monthly, said WalNow if ceiling prices were relace was asked to write the aroved from living necessities,
con might lift prices as
ticle so that the secretary would
have an opportunity to elaborate
all as 40 percent. Some costs
on his anti-third party, speech
uld go up more than 40 pert and some less. But on the
before the American Labor Parrage your food bill would go
ty in New York May 24.
clothing
$250 at least, your
O'Neal made is a point that
$150. The rent would be
the article was delivered only
SO instead of $500. Misceallanlast Monday, after Truman critgoods and services would
ics had contended the President's
•t around $300 more than they
request for emergency strike
now. To maintain its present
control legislation May 25 had
dard of living, the average
pointed his administration far to
fly would have to find about
the right. Some labor elements
other $1,000 of annual income.
suggested Wallace or Senator
Where are they going to find
Pepper (D-Fla) as possible third
Wac
Capt.
Kathleen
Nash
Durant
(center)
who
the
Army
Well, the wage earner can
party standard bearers.
says
it
has
in
custody
in
connection
with
theft
of $1,500,000 Hesfor a raise. If he gets it, that
Wallace's New York speech
sian
Crown
jewels, walks down the hall of a Chicago loop buildstart off another series of
and an interview the same day
ing.
At
right
is
Maj.
John
Sable,
of
the
Provost
Marshal
Gendoesn't
get
increases.
If
he
:ce
in which he said the President
'-ous the family will look eral's office, Washington, b. C. (AP Photo)
would be a candidate again in
: for a smaller place to
won't end there. Inflation doesn't first. Then higher income fami- 1948 and that he (Wallace)
e. But where—how can they
lies stop buying, too. And there would support him came just
any other place to live, no stop at any set figure. We can't
the bubble bursts. Prices hit the before the President's radio
expect
it
to
go
up
40
percent
• r what the size? What
down grade—and business hits speech denouncing A. F. Whity'11 probably do is get that and halt. We have had experthe breadlines. No, that family ney and Alvanley Johnston,
wand dollars by cutting down ience with post war inflation
living on $2500 can't afford in- trainmen's and engineer's broth'
and more seriously before. Prices go on climbing
flation. Neither can the rest erhood chiefs, for the rail strike,
..mselves, by cutting down until they hit the top and losunce
and Mr. Truman's request for
of us. ,
food.
back. Our small income families
What happens when controls power to curb such walkouts.
'nfertunately, their troubles are squeezed out of the market
The Commerce Secretary reare suspended or dropped? Here
is what happened in some in- fused to comment when asked
stances. Cocoanuts were decon- after the Truman message wheth1
trolled on October 26, 1945. At Cr he still held to his views he
that time the maximum selling expressed in New York.
In his article Friday, Wallace
price for importers was $6.00
per bag of 15 pounds. Immed- took issue with those who coniately after decontrol prices rose tend the two major parties are
to a high of $25 per bag. Offers alike.
"There are millions of citizens
to sell are now being received
As a precaution against the spread of from foreign sellers at approxi- who vote for Republican candidates for Congress and th* Senmately $10.50.
Another example is strawber- ate under the mistaken Alegi that
rabies, all dog owners are notified and requestries—last year under control the the Republican
party can be
ed to comply with the ordinance, requiring the price to the retailer was about made pidgressive," he wrote.
$9.40 per crate. This year they "They are following a will-o%
vaccination of dogs against rabies. This notice were not under control and the wisp. Let no one make any misprice reached $13.50 per crate. take about that.
has the sanction of the City Council at its session
Neither cocoanuts nor strawber"The rulers of the Republican
ries are absolute living necessi- party are those who fought soon Monday night, May 27, 1946.
ties—we could live without them. cial security, farm security, TVA,
But you should know from your who thought we could do busiradio and newspapers that the ness with Hitler, and who bitSenate Banking Committee in terly fought Franklin Delano
charge of the bill to extend price
control has voted 9 to 8 to remove the ceiling from meats,
poultry and milk on June 30,
1946.

Second Deer Hunt Set
For Kentucky Dec. 21
To Jan, 2, In Six
Counties

Food Bill
Family Would Jump
$250, At Least

$53,557.00

oo
00
00
II

oo
00

oo
oo
00

oo
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
.00
.00
$10,132.00

WARNING!

.00
.00
.00
$ 1,450.00

• .00
.00
.00
* 1,090.00

JUNE 30

l,00
1.00

laded

2,000-00

,00
$ 5,123.00
iS8"
035

1.00
.00
$ 7,800.00

FOR MANY YEARS
O BPS BARN PAINT RED is a rich, full-bodied exterior paint that can be,
liberally reduced with linseed oil ... reducing the cost.

Also for
$12,702.00
$12,7020

Judge.
may
I..

the party of true progressivism
—as I am confident we shall do
—the circumstances which give
rise to a third party movement
will not develop."

have been discharged
from the Army—if you held a
grade and wish to retain it—if
you have dependents — then act
now. . . . June 30, 1946, is
the last day on which you can
enlist in the Regular Army and
still take advantage of two important benefits . . . retention
of your old grade and family
allowances.
ENLIST NOW AT YOUR NEAREST
IL S. ARMY IlEORUITING STATION

Family allowances for your
dependents will be continued
throughout your enlistment
only if you enter the Regular
Army before July 1, 1946.
If you have been discharged
from the Army and wish to reenlist at your old grade, you
must enlist within 90 days after
your discharge. And before July
1,1946. Think it over. Act now.
A

GOOD

F INF

METAL ROOFS
wearing, weatherling qualities of BPS
PAINT RED make
**ideal point to .
us
galvanized iron or
roofs.

Only

Us* it on barns, silos,
outbuildings, bridges,
warehouses and all wood,
brick or metal surfaces.

108 FOR

Princeton, Ky.

Radio Repair
NEW RADIOS
NEW PHONOGRAPHS
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

1.98

PER GAL.

NSW DIAIITY WITH PATTERSON•SARGINT PAINTS

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
Princeton, Ky.

YOU

CHOOSE THIS
PROFE 55105 hOW1

•BPS BARN PAINT RED dries with a good gloss ... holds its bright
red color. .. The tough, protective coating resists weather and does
not fade out like so many of the cheaper barn paints often do.
•Spreads on easily and has remarkable hiding qualities.

11.00

S40 000 In Prizes
for Horse Show

A BIG DATE
FOR ARMY MEN!

116 TOLT

1,00

Frankfort, June 11—Progressive planning continues to mark
endeavors of Kentucky's Game "
and Fish Commission. More game
and fish for sportsmen today and
tomorrow is the ultimate goal,
which is borne out by plans
adopted at a recent meeting of
the body at Albany.
Notable was a resoultion for
purchase of a 100-acre tract, to
be used for construction of a
mammoth
consolidated
ish
hatchery, which can produce
more than a million fish a year
for stocking State streams and
lakes.
Such a hatchery, probably consisting of 75 or more ponds,
would effect a sharp reduction in
expenses from the sum required
to operate the six hatcheries and
rearing stations now in existence.
Walter Towery, commander, potentate, receiving the key to the city at Mayfield, May 30, when
This, however, does not mean
approximately 1209 Shrmers and their ladies attended a Shrine ceremonial and initiation there.
abandonment of all present
B. N. Lusby, Claude P'Pool and Howard McConnell, Princeton, were among the 95 initiates.
hatcheries. It is planned to retain the Glasgow and WilliamsBison Disaster
Canning Supplies
burg facilities, and probably exYellowstone Park, Wyo.—(A)--pand the latter, for more extenEasier To Obtain
Yellowstone National Park's careWith home canning as import- sive production of Kentucky
fully built up herd of buffalo
Bass.
ant as at any time during the
shrank at least 38 animals
Tentative plans also include a
war,
housewives
will
find
the
North
Carolinian
To
Mandrowned last winter in the Yelhatchery for Wall-Eyed Pike,
task
easier
this
year
because
of
lowstone River. Rangers said the age State Fair Equine
which would be used for stockgreater canning supplies, note
herd apparently moved down a
ing deep impounded waters of
Event
specialists
at
the
Kentucky
ColThis
Year
steep bank and out onto the ice
the State. Since the Wall-Eyed
E. J. Bowden, prominent horse lege of Agriculture and Home
that broke under the weight.
are hatched in jars rather than
Started in 1902 with 24 animals, enthusiast of Raleigh, N. C., will Economics. With the need so ponds, this hatchery would not
great
for
food
in
the
world,
the herd had grown to about 300. manage the 1946 Horse Show at
funds.
every housewife will want to represent a large outlay of
Deer Hunt Planned
Roosevelt and all that he stood the Kentucky State air, it was put up her family's share.
announced this week by Dr. W.
There will be little difficulty
The Commission took definite
for for twelve years.
"They are those who are now E. MacGregor, chairman of the in getting either a pressure can- steps toward big game hunting
against price control and a pub- horse show committee and mem- ner or wathrbath canner, as in the Commonwealth. Permisaluminum and enamelware are sion will be asked of the Bernlic health program. The rulers ber of the State Fair Board.
Dr. MacGregor also announc- in good supply. Jars and tops are heim Foundation to conduct anof the Republican party know,
and any progressive Republican ed appointmesnt of the following ample, and rubber rings are of other open deer season next
Judges: J. G. Stringfield, Phila- better quality than during the winter in Bernheim Forest,
who seeks the Republican nomdelphia; Homer Murray, Wood- war years. Glass jars' will be scene of Kentucky's first deer
ination for the presidency will
burn, Kentucky; Arthur Sim- plentiful, although tin for cans hunt last January.
learn, that a reactionary will be
mons, Omaha, Nebraska; Mal- continues to be scarce.
A 13-day season is planned,
nominated by the Republican
ley Carter, Orange, Virginia and
from December 21 to January
party—and will be defeated—by
Nona Rutland, New Orleans.
The present system of punctu- 2, inclusive, with hunting in
the people—in 1948.
The horse show will be held alien grew out of a system de- Meade, Breckinridge, Bullitt,
"The record is clear. The
in connection with state fair at veloped by Aldus Manutius. Ital- Hardin, Nelson and Spencer
Democratic party is the progresthe fairgrounds, Louisville, Aug- ian scholar and printer, who counties as well as the Bernheim
sive party; the Republican party
ust 16-31.
printed Greek classics on his Forest Area. Hunting with dogs
is the party of reaction. I do
Forty thousand dollars in pre- press at Venice in the 15th and is approved.
not believe that either party
miums will be offered this year 16th centuries.
The price of. deer hunting peris going to change its spots.
and indications point to a record
Fifty percent of all highway mits will be reduced to $3, with
"This Is fundamentally a pro- showing
of the finest horses accidents occur after
an additional $2 tag required for
dark.
gressive country. A third party from all
parts of the country.
deer killed. Profits realized from
move now could only split the
Work is going ahead renovating dollars will be spent on the the hunt are ear-marked for
progressive vote and thereby the fairgrounds,
which have been grandstand before which the purchase of additional big game,
contribute to a reactionary vic- used for industrial
war work for horse show ring will be set up White-Tailed Deer, for release in
tory.
the last 4 years. Thirty thousand this year.
other game refuges over the State.
"And as we keep our party

NOW LOCATED
OVER ELDRED HARDWARE
PHONE 423-J
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Nation Divided

SCENE OF ATOM BOMB TEST

1 !,1!Against Running
,'
v ,•
i" i
i

Ammo.
100-Lb. Metcalf Lamb
First In Glasgow ,Show

Neither side trusted the other,
from bitter experience.
The Kuomintang government
There is an ancient momenfor help from the United
looks
war
civil
toward
China
tum in
At the same time, the
States.
again
force
which is gathering
in areas close to
Communists
after an eight-year slow-down
cannot be expectRussia,
Soviet
for a defensive war against
ed to refrain from looking hopenorthward. They may have
In e ten months since Japan fully
some help, but nothing like
got
big
nothing
of,
disposed
was
America gave Kuominenough has happened—either in- the help
to fight Japan.
China,
tang
side or outside of China—to halt
Help Is Breeding Trouble
that momentum. It rumbles on,
Such outside help influences
oiled with suspicion and fear, toChinese situation profoundly.
ward open and hopeless fratri- the
Kuomintang, hoping for
The
incould
which
fighting
cidal
may see no practical
help,
mare
humanity—if
of
volve one-fifth
up its present
divide
to
reason
it could be restricted to that.
a rival Communist
For 4,000 years there has been control with
which it fears and disa rhythmic pattern of revolt in regime
the contrary it may
China as the peasants (4 out of 5 trusts. On
the danger of civil
Chinese are farmers) rose in figure that
stimulate such help.
to
tends
war
which
movements
of
support
likewise see
Communists
The
gave them a chance to wrest
reason to knuckle
from the minority the means of no compelling
under to the Kuomintang—which
making a better living.
still has its secret police and inCycle
Current
The
sists upon taking over CommuThe turning point in the curnist-controlled areas before talkrent cycle came in 1929, when
politics. The Communists
ing
Chiang Kai-stek and his Kuoshow every sign of digging in
mintang outlawed the Communext to Soviet Russia so that
nists who had helped the overtheir welfare will become an
Republic.
corrupt
old,
throw the
Soviet concern.
important
Chiang chased the Communists
we and the Soviet Union
If
to the far northwest, where in
had an intimate and detailed unwell guarded isolation they regiderstanding about all this, the
mented around 100 million peastwo Chinese factions might then
ants, itching to get land away
figure it more profitable to agree.
landlords.
from
we do not.
In the meantime the Kuomin- But
In the meantime some of us
tang, still controlling the central
suspect the Russians of wanting
Chinese government, drew its
Manchuria, and some Russians
support increasingly from bankus of wanting to make
ers, landlords and merchants. It suspect
American colony out of all
readily recognized that some- an
thing had to be done to help the China.
In such atmosphere, both Chipeasants, but it could proceed
factions figure It safer to
with economic reform no faster nese
their own defense first
than its principal support would look to
and talk about peaceful unity
let it.
During the war against Japan, afterward.
By James D. White
AP

Potentially Strong Candidate Takes Himself Out
Of Senate Field

Frankfort —(A')— H. Clyde
Reeves, former state revenue
commissioner, said last week he
•
was not a candidate for the Democratic nomination to the United
States Senate.
Reeves said he would begin
ork Monday, June 10, as assist' 'ant to President Frank H. Mul
RONGERIK
ler of the Louisville Railway
AUlNGINA"i FlONGRAP
company.
•
"si Asked "whom are you going
to support in this year's primary?" and "how about 1948?"
Reeves smiled and, referring to
his formal statement, replied,
"that's all I have to say."
His statement:
"The interest in party Unity
expressed by friends throughout '
.the state, who have encouraged
me to become a candidate for
the Democratic nomination to the
Map)
(0thcial V. .
United States Senate, has caused
me to give favorable consideraThe Marshall Islands showing Bikini Atoll, and the near islands of the group. Here at Bikini,
tion to running. Atfer carefully the "Crossroads" Commanders will direct the first "test" July 1, of the Atom-bomb against
weighing the situation, I believe unmanned ships and shore installations. Approximately 97 ships of all types will be anchored
,my supporters and I can do most within, a two-mile radius of Bikini lagoon, with the battleship Nevada in the very center painted
.to assure victory by drawing as a bright orange to aid the atom-bombardier.
few intra-party lines as possible.
Bees Take Decision
For this reason I am not a candi' date for the United States Senate
'
Over
Boxing Champion
in 1946."
Lewistown, Mont. — (IP) —
Five candidates already have U
Young Jim Pentecost's fists won
,r formally entered for the Demothe welterweight championship
cratic nomination and two others
Chauncey tion. She is a member of Theta in Montana's Golden Gloves am' are expected to declare formally • Lexington — (R) —
ateur boxing tournament, but
• by the midnight Saturday dead- Forgey, editor of The Ashland Sigma Phi, national proffessional
dropped a
Independent, was elected presi- sority for women in journalism; when he ttcidently
line.
box on a bee hive he suffered:
$ A former lieutenant command- dent of the University of Ken- American College Public RelaCountless stings on the head;
er in the Ciaast Guard, Reeves, 33 tucky Alumni Association in mail tions Association, National Feda hair singe from a torch used
tabulated.
just
ballots
recently resigned from his post
eration of Press Women, Kenand a
Forgey, a past president of tucky Press Association and the to disperse the swarm
'as deputy administrator with the
broken shoulder blade, received
Veterans Administration at Col- the Kentucky Press Association, Lexington Junior League.
when he fell over a box.
succeeds H. C. Robinson, Lexumbus, Ohio.
Last spring she and M. E.
When Reeves returned to ington.
Potter, head of the department
reads The Leader!
' Frankfort, he answered queries
Miss Helen King, assistant di- of physical education at the uni- Everybody
the
at
about his possible candidacy in rector of public relations
versity, organized booster clubs
the August senatorial primary university since 929, was named for the school throughout Westby saying he was considering the executive secretary of the alum- ern Kentucky.
matter.
ni at a meeting of association
Miss King is a daughter of
members today.
Mrs. William King, Lexington.
The original buccaneers were
mail
the
balof
Other results
Grover Creech, member of the
Dutch, French and English free- lot by association members in- university board of trustees and
booters who hovered around the cluded the election of James A. past president of the alumni asWest Indies in the 17th century Shropshire, Lexington, vice-pres- sociation, presented a gift to
and preyed upon the commerce ident, and the re-election of G. Miss McLaughlin on behalf of
of Spain.
Lee McLain, Bardstown, and Wil- the association. She will conColorado, with an average alti- liam W. Blanton, Paris, as mem- tinue to serve in the position
tude of 6,800 feet above sea level, bers of the executive committee. until July 1.
has the highest altitude of the
The new president is past
48 states.
district governor of Rotary International and has been active Committee Plans
in civic and university affairs for Better Production
many years. He has been a memThe long-time program of the
Benefit wonderfully from famous
ber of the executive committee Boone county planning commitdector's discovery that relieves of the alumni association since tee
includes growing an acre of
backache, run-down feeling due
945.
alfalfa per cow and a comparable
Marguerite
Succeeding Miss
, to excess acidity in the urine
acreage of sheep. Pastures also
McLaughlin, who resigned as are to be improved, so less grain
People everywhere ar• finding •macing
troika front painful ;symptom* of bladder
executive secretary of the asso- will be needed.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Irritation cau•ed by exce•• acidity in tut,
arks*. DR. KILMtR'S SWAMP ROOT
ciation in March, Miss King will
Fertility is to be improved so
Phone MO
act* fast set the kidneys to.... di•comfort
univerthe
with
post
her
resign
oting th• flow of urine. This pure
Authorized Representative of
corn yields will average 45 bushTerrninix Corporation
inedkinfr Is mmaially welcome
(Is
V
Oh'.
and
office
sity public-relations
els and tobacco 1,500 pounds to
where bladder Irritation due to micme
acidity is re.....iblo for.
g•tting up at
assume her alumni duties July 1. the acre. Land is to be fenced
Weft". A carefully blended combination
of IS kerbs, roots. vegetables. balsam; Dr. Miss McLaughlin had held the for its best use, and adequate
Klimer's contaln• rsatAsng harsh, fa abposition since 1941.
water provided for livestock and
aebstaly am -habit forming. Just goed
anidionts that many people say have •
Miss King was treasurer of the for homes.
afloat.
inuarrishims
year
last
the
Sri,(sr Imo. prepaid sample TODAYf association during
County Agent H. R. Forkner
Me thousands of otber• you'll be glad
as associate edi- quotes a farmer as saying, "If
Oat yam did. Sand name and address to and has served
t A, Kilmer & Co-, Inc., Boa
tor of The Kentucky Alum- the farm makes money, it is
ilWi
j
t:alsrd, Conn. Offer limited. Send
Sm
nus, publication of the associa- good reasoning to put back some
OR Nue. AU druggists sell Swamp Root.
to improve the machine rather
than to let it wear out."

Nowilfsaturits)

"panth

'Ashland Editor
. Heads
K Alumnr Association

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE

httr

IRSPECTIONS FREE

The size of stockings is based
on the distance in inches between
a point on the toe and a point
on the heel measured up in a
straight line.

LASTS 5

MRS
TWINS
ATM PARTS
RAMAN!
PAINTS
051511 RTTIOS

Oil

Phone 212

End Moth Damage For
5 Years with 1 Spraying
OR YA-DE PAYS FOR DAMAGE

•T
•Co
Gr
•N

third prize to one owned
by 11
T. Hare, Cave City, and
to
to one owned by C R shit
Glasgow,—(IP)--A lamb owned Edmonton.
by Bell & McCandless of Savoyard, Metcalf county, won first
prize in the lamb show held here
Saturday. The 10U-pound lamb
brought $1 a pound when sold
at public auction.
Glasgow's two livestock markets and the Glasgow Chamber
of Commerce sponsord thee show
for lamb raisers in Barren and
adqoining counties.
Second prize went to a lamb
owned by Tarry Hunt, Hiseville;

For You To Feel Well
14 hours every day, 7 day• .very
week, never Mopping, the kidney. filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidney• must constantly remove mlrpine fluid, mans acids and other waste
matter that cannot stay in Ow
without injury to health, there wool
be better understanding of ashy the
whole metem is new when kidneys fail
to function properly.
Burning,scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
Is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, •welling.
Why not try Doom's Pais? You will
be tieing • medicine recommended the
country over. Peon's mimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poimmoue waste iron, the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doun's today. Um with confidence.
At all drug stores.

DOAN'S PILLS

John[Young
Insurance
Agency

PHONE 25
Representing THE TRAVELERS, Hutt

This May Make
Some Of U.N.-vious
New York—(1P)—The American
Theater Wing has set out to
help entertain the United Nations' delegations in New York
City by setting up a ticket bureau for theater, radio, movie,
ballet, opera, concert, sports
events and exhibits and exhibits.
During the war the wing operated a similar bureau for merchant seamen and regards the
present service as a contribution
"to winning the peace.".
The wing reasons that it is
important to have the cultural
opportunities of New York at
the disposal of the visitors and
regards the service at an instrument of good will.
In its first two days of existence the bureau turned over
2,000 tickets.

`She has all our boy friends
since she's buying her clothes at

Sula & Eliza Nall
It's the star* with the junior spirit and it's
where she finds the smartest wearobles
for juniors. Of course, it's the home of those
irresistible Doris Dodson Junior Dresses.

The common toad sheds its
outer skin several times a year,
and swallows the loose skin.

A SPECIAL APPEAL TO THE

FARMERS

YEARS

IN THIS AREA
TO SELL US YOUR

YA-DE IS GUARANTEED TO

See
tor:

the hostile Communist and Kuomintang regimes cooperated to an
extent, but it was at best a
truce.
Race for Manchuria
When Japan went down, both
sides jumped to fill the power
vacum created in North China
and Manchuria. As the Communists were already close by they
beat the Kuomintang to the
draw in most cases.
Leaders on both sides saw the
danger of civil war and met to
talk about a peaceful settlement which would go far beyond
the immediate threat and be
based on a broad democratic
coalition. In this they had the
earnest assistance of the United
States in the person of Gen.
Marshall, the president's special
envoy.
But both camps contain men
who are cynical, hgadstrong, or
both. While strone-iarrn Communist generals were jumping the
gun in the field, die-hard Kuomintang elements tried to undercut the coalition proposals.

Thursday, June 13, 19

EXPANSION
WATCH BRACELET

Moths do more damage than fires in American
homes every year. One little moth hole may
completely ruin a new suit, coat or dress . . .

White Corn and Yellow Corn

Moth damage to your fine furniture might require an expensive re-upholstery job . . . The
damage moths and carpet beetles do to rugs

WE WILL PAY YOU EVERY PENNY
THE GOVERNMENT WILL ALLOW

and carpeting is almost impossible to repair satisfactorily. Furthermore, moths in your home
may ruin your good housekeeping reputation.
(You know how women like to talk.) Guard
against moth and carpet beetle damage with
YA-DE NOM

G. Homer Brown
FURNITURE DEALER AND
FUNERAL DIRECTOR

Princeton

Kentucky

These Groins Are Necessary If We Are
to Continue to Manufacture Table
Meal and Prepared Feeds.
The same shining beauty you've seen advertised in "uva" ,
you've wanted it to add beauty to your watch, to flatter your
wrist — sunsuit's "Lady Thinflex." Comfortable! It flexes
with your wrist, won't twist or turn. Secure! It offers can'tcome-open safety. Gold-finidied in aierrua(eto zesuiLsa
50
QUALITY. In the colors of pink, white or yellow e9
gold,. Yours at this dramatically low price.

WINSTEAD
JEWELERS
Use our Divided Payment Plan —Payments as
low as $1.25 per week.

We Urgently Need Corn Now
PRINCETON MILLS
PRONE 10
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Page Thr

During the Middle Ages it
the custom to write letters
gether In lines without to
or pause marks for either w
ting better all the time and I'm
or sentences.
hitting harder.
I get up at 7:30 every morning
and do two miles of roadwork, Try this Easy Way
and it's good roadwork, no loping, but running at a uteady
Al last. • selentlat war
pace all the way. Breakfast it
clean denial plates
bridge. REALLY
9:30, then a rest, a long ring
Just pot roar Plate
glans of water. Add •
workout in the afternoon, a big
quick acting Kleonoto.
dinner, then a nice rest and bed
inagw•like 'peed, d
nun. •taino and
by 10.
odor •aniolt — the •
returns! It's easy,•
This is the longest training clean brightness
teal. Ask 79111/ druggist for Eitel/tit'
period I've ever had. That's the
toughest part of getting ready
for a fight, but believe me, I'm Get KLEENITE today at W
going to do my best to make it Drug Company and all
pay dividends.
druggists.

How Louis, Conn View Coming Battle
By Joe Louis
(AP Nevisfeaturs• Sports Editor)

..•••••4
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Hospital Backlog is Wiped Out
The Veterans Administration
as wiped out the backlog in
number of war veterans
ith service-connected disabill'es who were awaiting hospialization in Kentucky.
The branch office in Columus reported immediate hospital
are now is provided veterans
uiring such treatment as a
esult of wounds or injuries inurred while in service.
Medical officials at the Colutnus branch office said every
ssible effort will be made to
eep hospitalization of such cases
a current basis. If Veterans
dministration hospitals are unle to provide immediate care
or veterans with service-connectdisabilities, private hospitals
-ill be utilized and expense
aid by the Veterans Adminisation.
Eight Veterans Administration
ospitals in Ohio, Michigan and
entucky for approximately 9,00 patients, of whom approxiately 2,500 are veterans with
disabilities,
nice- connected
aving first priority for hospitalhon. Approximately 2,600 vetans with disabilities which
ere not incured in service
esently are awaiting hospitalition and will be admitted
hen beds are available.
Reinstate Insurance Now
Veterans are urged to take
vantage of the Veterans Adtration liberalized policy
d reinstate National Service
e Insurance now if they have
owed it to lapse. A recent sury in Ohio, Kentucky, and
higan indicates that veterans
ye allowed 52 percent of the
I. Insurance they carried
ile in uniform to lapse.
Farmer Veteran Aided by
V. A. Program
Several phases of the veterans
istration are proving of
ial benefit to veterans who
or would become, farmers
agricultural communities.
On.the..farm training which
ines classwork and practical
rience on a farm, is carried
by stale agricultural trainagencies in cooperation with
Veterans Administration. It
nabling many qualified veterto become skilled farmers
drawing subsistence allow-

TRUMAN SHAKES HANDS WITH NOMINEES — President Truman shakes hands with Fred M.
Vinson (left) and John W. Snyder (right) in Washington, after nominating Vinson to be cheif
justice of the United States and Snyder to ,succeed Vinson as secretary of the treasury. (AP
Wirephoto)

assistance if their net earnings I an-student 6y the schools.
are under $100 a month. The
Certificates of Eligibility
Veterans Administration, through
Veterans planning to attend
the State Bureau of Unemploy- schools for the first time under
ment Compensation, will pay the G. I. Bill next fall, are urged
self-employed veterans the dif- to apply immediately for certiference between their monthly ficates of eligibility by contacting the nearest Veter(ns Adminearnings and $100.
The veteran who would be a istration regional or sub-regional
farm owner can purchase and office. This will help avoid deequip his own farm through a lays next fall.
The veteran's honorable disG. I. loan. The Veterans Admincharge
becomes a certificate of
istration will guarantee a portion of the farm loan made by eligibility when he is applying
for a loan under the G. I. Bill
accredited lending institutions.
as amended. Certain lenders
While the veteran is not required to live on the farm, he is re- may make loans with an automatic guaranty without prior
quired to operate and manage it.
reference to the Veterans AdminSchools Get Surplus Books
istration upon presentation by
More than a million surplus
the veteran of his honorable
textbooks will be distributed to
discharge.
colleges and universities for the
QuesUons and Answers
use of veteran-students through
Q. Although I am fully qualithe Library of Congress, thereby
saving the Veteran Administra- fied for a loan under the provisions of the Servicemen's Retion more than $3,000,000.
The books, which were used in adjustment Act, my application
Army and Navy college training for a loan was rejected by a
programs and acquired by the bank. What should I do now?
A. You should contact sereval
Veterans Administration through
the War Assets Administration, financial institutions. The fact
will be supplied to accredited that one lender is not interested
schools upon receipt of the re- does not indicate that another
quisitions by the Library of Con- may not be. One lender may not
gress. Veterans are asked not to wish to make the type of loan
apply for the books at Veterans- you desire, while another may.
Q. May a veteran use a loan
Administration offices or the
x-servicemen who own their Library of Congress. The books .guaranty to acquire an interest
farms may receive finattelal will be distributed to the veter- in a going business?
A. Yes. The law provides that
the funds must be used in "pursuing a gainful occupation." This
means the veteran would have to
be active in the business.
Q. When I was discharged, I
•
paid my own tuition at business
school. Now I find it could have
been paid by the Veterans AdDrive safely and carry adequate Auto
ministration. Can I get a refund
and will the Veterans AdminisInsurance.
tration pay for it?
A. Yes. Consult the nearest
Veterans Administration office
for guidance. After you receive a
refund from the school and upon
the presentation of the proper
evidence by the school, the VetTHE MAN MTH THE PLAN
erans Administration will reim'burse the school.
PRINCETON, KY
PHONE ill
111 W. Market EL
Q. Can I get a part-time job
while I am going to school and

Be CareFul -

MARK CUNNINGHAM

Here is

Exhibit Home-Made
Plastic Clothing
Raincoats of plastic and waterrepellant fabrics, made by homemakers at a saving of approximately 75 percent, were a feature of the Jefferson county style
show and rug exhibit held in
Louisville and attended by more
than 300 women. With Mrs. R.
P. Overstreet, county clothing
chairman and member of the
Prestonia Homemakers' Club, in
charge, 23 clubs were represented
in a style revue of suits, house
dresses, afternoon dresses and
garments for children. Several
mother and daughter costumes
were shown, as were hats and
purses. The affair climaxed a
series of five dikussions led by
Miss Dorothy Threlkeld, clothing specialist at the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics.
Hooked and braided rugs, begun in an earlier project, were
also displayed.

Pompton Lakes, N. J.—When
I meet Billy Conn on June 19th
for the second time I plan to
carry the fight all the way. By
that I mean going at top speed.
I know I can do it.
My last meeting with Billy
taught me that you can't let up
for a second because he's a good
boxer. He forced the action
quite a bit last time. This time
I'll do the leading.
I've enjoyed every bit of my
training here, methodical as it
may sound, getting up at six
every morning, six miles of roadwork, breakfast at 10, a rest followed by a long workout and
then dinner.
Trainer Manny Seamon is well
pleased with my progress and
I'm glad to know that because I
never felt better. This is the second time since Jack Blackburn's
death that Manny has had complete charge of my training and
we hit it off pretty well. He handled me alone for my second
fight with Abe Simon.
I want to give some credit, too,
to the Army and Capt. Lou
Kerm, my officer from the Special Services Division of the Army.
Lou accompanied me during a
25.000,000 flight to the Aleutians
and Canada. He was with me,
too, in London, North Africa and
Italy where I must have appeared before over 2,000,000 servicemen. They all were really sincere in wishing me well and you
can't let those fellows down.
I weigh 215 pounds now but

(AP Plowsfeature. Sports Editor)

Greenwood Lake, N. J. — I
think I know what Joe Louis
has in the back of his mind. He
probably will attempt to force
the fight and try for an early
knockout. I am going to have
something to say about that.
However, I'll wait until the
bell rings on June 19th. I know
I'll be ready. Last time we
fought I got careless and tried to
knock him out. You know what
happened.
The training camp setup Teddy
Gleason has here is ideal. When
I first weighed myself after
three and half years in the Army
I scaled 194 pounds. Now I'm
down to 184 and will come in
for the fight around 180. That's,
where I'll have an advantage
on Joe.
The last time we met he had
over 30 pounds on me. He'll
have that much in his favor
again but don't forget that .Louis
is 32 and I won't be 29 until
October 8. That weight might tell
on him and the heavier he is
the better I'll like it.
Despite a few reports to the
contrary, I'm well satisfied with
my training. My timing is get-

to..
CLEAN DENTAL PLA

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks.which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
,Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

We pay all phone charges.

WATCH ARNOLD'S 1946

ARNOLD'S
HAS THE

COTTONS

Penn's Charter
Will Be Exhibited
Harrisburg, Pa., (AI—William
Penn's charter—granted by King
Charles II of England in 1681
for the Quaker colony on the
Delaware River—will soon be on
public view.
Kept in a vault in the Pennsylvania State Museum for years,
the 265-year-old parchment will
be placed in a specially designed glass case to guard against
moisture and deflect harmful infra-red light rays that fade ancient ink. The document is insured for $200,000.

expect to be around 208 or 210.
I could get down to less weight
if I wanted to, but I believe
-around 210 I'll be just right.
I'm willing to defend my title
in September if Mike Jacobs
makes the arrangementsh that
way. But right now I'm thinking of Billy Conn,
By Billy Conn
As Told To Frank Eck

er•-••

•''

You'll wear for coolness - for
prettiness and summer-long
fashion freshness

•
still draw subsistence?
A. Yes. Under the educational
provisions of the G. I. Bill, as
long as a veteran is not working
full-time, any salary he may get
does not affect his subsistence
allowance.
Q. Can I borrow on my G. I.
Insurance?
A. You cannot borrow on the
term-type insurance you took
out when you were in the service. But if your policy has been
converted at least one year, It
has cash value depending on
how long it has been converted.

s(

IT'S A GIFT!
In Mexican Spanish "CHULA" means cute and
liars an expeUent description for this latest model
by Marjorie Evans. The fabric Is an excellent grade
summer weight, pre-shrunk, sports cotton in a
al shade. The pattern is an appropriate, gay.
-colored Mexican Fiesta design which is handon the skirt and left shoulder. Sun-hack,
three attractive, green buttons—lust the thing
fill out your summer sportswekr line. We urge
to see this smart, attractive dress.

Lastadsic has the gift of understanding masculine needs in
toiletries, and creating especially for men both products
and packages that please.
So—if there's a man whom
you'd like to cater to, give him
this brews of decanters, containing After Shari Lotion and
"Tanbark" Cologne.
It's a gift whkh
appreciate I

Sizes: 9, 11, 13.

$7.65

Se1—$9.00
plus tax

Sam dlowe4a4
FREDONIA, KY.

PHONE 13-J

Major-Dray
DRUG CO.
milepirJarvillit's Most Complato
Ong Sloe
Cor• Pik

of cottons is not only a prize crop . . . it's a
SURPRISE crop/ So Many unexpected color combinations. So many
unexpected styles. Such a huge collection . . . more
cottons than we've ever had for you before. come in
early and choose your whole season's wardrobe!
This year's crop

$7.95 to $22.50
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4-H Club Members
To National Camp

4U.K. Will Train

Psychologists

The University of Kentucky Is
me of only 16 schools in the naMon which have been named to
frain clinical psychologists for
s new program of the Veterans'
Aministration, according to an
announcement just made by Dr.
Paul P. Boyd, dean of the Unisity's College of Arts and
$clences.
Selection of the University of
Kentucky was made by the
A.erican Psychoyogieal Associaon, Dean Boyd said. Veterans'
dministration officials recentinaugurated this program to
4.,obtain expert clinical psycholoi' ',gists for the agency's neuro-psya chiatrie hospitals. The national
association was
tt psychological
efifu, asked to designate schools quail.tfied to give complete training in
*
th'; the profession.
'
4thi I
Dr. M. M. White, head of the
4 c're 'University's psychology depart14.1 011nent will go to Washington, D.
' s
tare 11 C.,'June 10 to meet with representatives from the other ap'.•"i
are: ,proved schools and to work out
ive
• am (final details of the cooperat
l' .; --- pr0gram.
/ Designated primarily to beneI fit veterans, the plan will allow
1
I on-the-job training payments to
t those trainees enrolled under the
G. I. Bill or Public Law 16. In
addition, the VA will pay for
I,the part-time work required in
veterans hospitals where neuro:psychiatric cases are treated.
Candidates for the program
must- have received a bachlor's
degree from a recognized college
or university and must have
taken Certain required courses,
• ean Boyd Mid. They will be
tinder the direction of the psychology department, and, if
• qualified, will receive the doctorate of psychology at the end
of four years.

l
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after meals. 1 had to take pow.
the Nato represent Kentucky at
Tired, Highstrung And In
Washlaxatives to get any relief
erful
IndiAcid
tional 4-H Club Camp in
Distress From
at all from sluggish eliminatice
ington, D. C., June 11-18.
Just
Rains
Miss
,
gestion
Oldand felt so fagged out and Uri.
Evelyn Hammond, 18, of
ed 48
Dragged Along From Day table that I just
ham county, has complet
wanted to be
clothTo Day, She States. Like alone all the time with nay
club projects in canning,
ment,
improve
fering.
Different Person Now
ing, foods, room
gardening, poultr y, tobacco,
"Retonga was a blessing to nie
and jumpy and so
tired
felt
"I
home labor service and baby utterly miserable that I just n gave me such grand relief I
beef. In addition to many rib- didn't want to see anybody, but now feel fine and zim up and ,
°
bons and cash awards, she won thanks to Retonga I now feel the go every day. My restless
ty
Universi
a scholarship to the
like an entirely different person is relieved and I have put aszde
of Kentucky, where she is a and am happily on the go every harsh laxatives. My sleep is et.
freshman in home economics.
day," gratefully says Miss Hat- freshing and my appetite so gneg
Earl Rhea Jean, 20, of Jeffertie Rains, 200 Sawyer St., North that sometimes I am tempted
son county, has carried dairy, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
eat too much. I feel lots strong.
forestry
corn, tobacco, garden,
seemed clogged with toxic er. Retonga brought me exactly
"I
Startand castor bean projects.
poison," stated Miss Rains, "and the grand relief I wanted."
ing with two heifers in 1938, he
Retonga is intended to reliev5.
felt weakened and completely
I
has developed a herd of 39 Jerall the time. I distress due to insufficient flow
almost
out
worn
seys. He has won many high
felt extremely restless and was of digestive juices in the stoawards, including the state
easily upset by what now seem mach. Accept no substitute Re,
.
championship in dairying
My appetite was poor and tonga may be obtained at Dair
trifles.
William C. Loyal, 18, of Green
miserable than ever son's Drug Store.
—Adv.
more
felt
I
county, in eight years of dlub
work completed tobacco, beef
cattle, garden and swine projects. He has showed 11 calves
at the state beef cattle show. A
$100 college scholarship is listed
among his many prizes.
Alice Word, 18, of Christian
county, in nine years of 4-H
club work completed 21 projects
in clothing, canning and foods.
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Join me...have a Coke

Balkan is derived from a TurkU. ish word meaning mountain.
wa,
in

riCeS
ease Will Co
se wives $25.
lion Annually
Ot
escomingays;

You

101 So. Seminary
PRINCETON
BOX 102

fished fo
price ceili
from milk
products
industrial

W. H. Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannon

DRINK

For Immediate
Delivery On
MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

HOTEL FIRE VICTIMS IN HALLWAY — Bodies of three unidentified victims are sprawled in a LaSalle Hotel corridor in
Chicago, Ill., as firemen hunt through the fire scarred loop district building. Upwards of 55 persons lost their lives and 200
others were injured. tAP Photo)

tOTTLED OHM AUTHOWTY Of INC COCA-COCA COMPANY BY

and pajamas
RESCUERS GET $500 — Three youths in shirts
, Ind.,
Sullivan
of
75,
,
Stratton
Winifred
Mrs.
assist
and bathrobe
in a chair
and Miami, Fla., down a LaSalle Hotel fire escape
, Claude,
during fire, which claimed many lives. Her husband
later rewarded the trio with a $500 check. (AP Photo)
there were one percent less milk
cows on Kentucky farms, 3 per,
cent less other cattle, 21 percent
less horses,
Discussing the feed situation, less hogs, 6 percent
mules, 7 percent
less
percent
14
the Kentucky College of Agriless chickens and 26 percent less
culture and Home Economics sheep and lambs.
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Kentucky Livestock
Declines In 3 Years

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

Summertime Delight
1/4
pkg. 21.
Get ready for summer with your supply of Tea. T & T Tea, lb.
59(1.
360 size Lemons, doz. 25¢. Gay Nineties Water Glasses doz.
LOVING CUP

3 lb.

lb. 21¢,

COFFEE,

59(

lb. box 19(

9-IN. PICNIC

CLAPP'S, HEINZ, GERBER'S

strained can 64

BABY FOOD

KRISPY

CRACKERS,

per pkg. IN

PLATES
MASON

SPRED
See
tor:

ABLE WASHABLE

•T

PAIN

Truck Tires
and Tubes
900x 20 —10 ply

$76.30

CAKES

•N

750 x 16

$6.25

or fr

$3.95 gal $1.25 qt.

re,

V

No. 2 can 13f
6
pkg. (

MACARONI

pkg.

SPAGHETTI

22( BLEACH
2 gallon 17k
1
/
474edit qua& and Verteirida
WHITE MONDAY

California, White Rose

$3.75

650 x 20

$4.60

700 x 20

$5.65

LEMONS, full of juke doz.

750 x 20

$8.00

HOME GROWN

SPANISH

CABBAGE

ONIONS, large, mild, lb.

ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

flame-Owned and Operated by

PHONE 212

TOMATOES

lb. 15(

360 Sus

25(

POTATOES

10 lb.

391

POLE BEANS,
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lb. 14
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FROSTNORTES
CASH & CARRY

JOE P. WILCOX
PAINT c

••

bulk, lb.

FIRM, RED & RIPE

of

ARGO

PEAS

RED CROSS

1 2 oz. pkg. 26(
11 /

coat

5(

(
pkg. 13

ICE CREAM POWDER

600 x 20

Western Auto
Associate Store

Come in for demonstration today!

15(

RED CROSS

1 lb.
BON

bottle

accelerated
during
there have
3--Prompted
1°P Awernm

(All flavors, makes gallon)

16 oz. jgr

CRACKERS

CAKES

VIRGINIA DARE

LONDERRY

SODA

CHOCOLATE BON

each 15(

DRINK MIX

price of s
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t more for
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higher prices
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utacturera.

all size

BRUSHES

12(
29(

large box

BUTTER

14
10(

KAMO SANDWICH'

$4.20

QUALITY, BUT ECONOMY, TOO

bottle

SHOE POLISH

PEANUT

700 x 16

A companion product to famous SPRED
FLAT,new SPRED LUSTER.Is an oil-base
'water-mix enamel for walls and woodwork, that cuts painting time in half.
Uwe is a wall paint you've dreamed about
...an enamel that spreads on evenly...
eagle's...runlestand so free of 1.ruali-pull,
you hardly know you're painting. SPRED
LUSTER'S wind-gloss sheen dries quickly to a hardness that washes slick as a
china plate. Ideal foe kitchens, bathrooms
...covers any surface,including wallpeper.

WHITE

$63.90

'• Gr

Two

GRIFFIN

CHEEZ IT'S

TUBES

The First Water-Mix Enamel in the World!

pkg.

PIE CRUST, MIX

$44.85

•Co

rlexib

39(

SCRUB
MISS JULIE'S

700x20-10 ply
825 x 20 10 ply

We give a DEFINITE WRITTEN GUARANTEE
with all truck tires and stand behind it too!

large

small 19¢

PABLUM

JARS & RINGS
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Listen to "Bing Sings" Week days 800 A. M., Sundays 9:00 A. M.
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